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Online Video
Monica Ponzini

communicative grammar which is
more and more based on concentred
and non-dispersive elements. The
landscape is crewed and variegated as
in a real free zone should be.

“ The mess is the message “. This is
how Wired magazine portrays the
online video present situation. An
explosion of aggregators , that is
portals collecting and re-distributing
different video materials and single
Web sites such as vlogs, experimental
animations, video-archives and
newsletters.

.

They don’t offer with fee “recovering”
of TV serials and high-cost
productions only. The Internet, by
means of a progressively faster
connection, has become a virtual far
West for new video-communication
pioneers.

Veterans like Happy Tree Friends (
www.happytreefriends.com ), pastelcoloured lil’ wild creatures produced
by Mondo Media and Flash animated
were finally TV broadcasted, while
JibJab ( www.jibjab.com ) goes on
mocking president Bush  which is
paradoxically sponsored by every kind
of Western free-market product and
quoted by CNN.

In most cases the only common
denominator distinguishing them
from the TV screen products is the
shortness, which is caused both by
medium, limited budget and

Amanda Congdon , who has become
a cult by means of the Internet users’
pass the word, offers information and
comments for free from her vlog
www.rocketboom.com .
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Among millions of animations and
author videos there’s another web
anti-hero Jerry , who received a
nomination by the Emmy Awards for
non-traditional (computers, mobile
phones, and iPods) platforms
category. On his web site
www.itsjerrytime.com Jerry narrates 
starting from a series of After Effects
animated stills his every-day “real”
life. S ingle middle American’s
modest and freaky mania are
imposingly represented by a collagestyle assembly of bodies and by
typical environments  home, street,
restaurant  which become
claustrophobic thought the collection
of disproportioned details and false
perspectives.

.

Battles with the tyrannical master of
the house, moth-hunting, a new girlfriend keen of martial arts (menacing
to break his neck in a moment of
extreme tenderness), and two old
ladies telephone jokes are just some
of collective psychosis of single and
urbanized individuals, who are bitterly
real in their obsessive surrealist
adventures. Video performance
between a cartoon and a videojournal (Jerry is actually the only
narrating voice) distinguishes Jerry
from the arising endless and
absolutely uncontrolled galaxy of
productions.
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Digital Sculpture Is Oriented Toward North
Beatrice Ferrario

genetic engineering, robotics, antigravity experiments, synthetic
ecosystems, and biomorphic
mechanical architectures will modify
our time, space, sociality, and even
nature perception.
In the following interview Sabrina tells
us about her past and present and
through the description of her last
artistic work Icelandic rift  a lunar and
in a way glacial landscape she saw in
Iceland  she anticipates something
about her future.

Sabrina Raaf, is a young but
established Chicago-based artist
working in experimental sculptural
media and photography. She creates
works of art linking science and
technology, nature and mechanics.
Her sculptures continuously relate to
real world, but Sabrina alters familiar
landscapes bringing invisible aspects
back to life (these aspects are invisible
since they are too big or too little).
Maybe the visions she proposes us
exist in her artist’s mind only, but the
world appears more captivating and
“good” from her point of view. Sabrina
dreams of a world where technology
and research are at high human
qualities disposal, qualities such as
intellect that can intensify and
enhance them putting them at
community disposal. All her works
look forward to a near future where

.

Beatrice Ferrario: How did you start
creating digital works of art?
Sabrina Raaf: I began making art in
the early 90′s using a camera. My
instinct then – as is now – was to try
to create images that carried the

5

documentary weight of ‘the
photograph’ but that didn’t include
content that I could see with my own
eyes. In other words, I wanted to
create a photograph of a world that I
couldn’t see, but that was ultimately
believable to myself and to others.
Software was the most powerful tool
around that I could readily employ in
the construction of these images. As I
became more fluid with digital
imaging, the work became more
seamless and complex.

name any one of them as ‘usual’. But,
as you might imagine from my last
comments, I am fascinated by any
scientific imagery which documents
worlds that are either too microscopic
or macroscopic to see. I keep up with
various scientific magazines that
cover advances in science, mechanics,
and invention. And, I am a film and
contemporary architecture junky. It
may seem strange, but I rarely look to
other contemporary art for inspiration
– although I do really enjoy keeping up
with what others are doing. This is
probably because I feel as if the
contemporary art world is too
encapsulated as is, so I don’t want to
propagate a self-referential model of
art-making.

Betarice Ferrario: Where do you get
your inspiration?
Sabrina Raaf: My inspiration comes
from so many places – it’s hard to
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includes a sculptural series entitled
Icelandic Rift. This is a series of
structures assembled from industrial
materials, stark and organic forms,
and automated systems. These
structures come together to form a
modular system of organic
architecture that plays on the viewer’s
senses of scale and gravity. The
Icelandic Rift sculptures are
electronically powered works that
include mechanical systems which
function to automate lights and fluids
within the sculpture body.

.

Betarice Ferrario: What does making
art represent for you?
Sabrina Raaf: I struggle with this
question all the time. Sometimes
making art feels like it has a clear and
high purpose – such as creating
images, objects, and functional
systems that illustrate a future
place/time where our technology is
designed to truly compliment and
even amplify our most positively
interactional and intelligent human
qualities. (This is as opposed to the
current tide of gadgets and spyware
that end up topping the next landfill
or pushing our sense of alienation
from each other even further.)

The structures in the Icelandic Rift
series represent a future vision of
agriculture and growth in a zero-g
environment. It is a composition of
artificial islands supported and
connected by aluminum struts so that
they can be assembled as part of a
greater mechanical system that
hovers above the floor. Together the
architecture formed by these
structures is designed to be perceived
as both vaguely familiar and also
austerely alien.

Other times, making art feels like I am
just creating my own personal escape
hatch over and over again .
Beatrice Ferrario: What your last work
is about? Can you describe it in details
for Digimag readers?
Sabrina Raaf: My most recent work
7

explored in Iceland in 2004. There, I
saw breathtakingly monumental
glaciers which seemed to float atop
fields smooth black lava rock. In other
parts of Iceland, there were endless
stains of acid green sulfur on the earth
as well as steaming blue pools of
heat-loving algae which defied one’s
sense of “the natural”. The landscape
in Iceland is famous for its lunar feel
but its elements seemed to trump
gravity and logic in ways that were
utterly unexpected. I am also drawing
inspiration for this work from the
multi-tiered design of staged, hillside
agricultural systems such as those
seen in Asian rice terraces. Last, I am
drawing inspiration from the soft
design forms found in domed space
observatories, water droplets, and
BioSpheres.

.

On the larger aluminum islands in the
series sit smaller island forms cut from
cast acrylic and/or aluminum. The
island centers are hollowed out to
function as reservoirs to hold
Ferrofluid – a type of liquid magnet.
This is a dense black liquid which
spikes up when an earth magnet is
placed in its proximity. Under some of
these islands I have automated hard
magnets and electromagnets that, in
turn, automate the standing ferrofluid
liquid in the reservoirs so that the
liquid is made to spin, rise, twitch, or
travel. These symbolize the energy
sources for the systems. Other
materials in the series include
aluminum, cast acrylic, eurothene,
ferrofluid, and custom kinetics and
electronics.
I was in part inspired to create this
work by the landscapes that I

www.raaf.org
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Meet Jaron Lanier
Miriam Petruzzelli

was held on May 9 th at the
Mediateca di Santa Teresa in Milan in
which Lanier illustrated the results of
his research into the concept of Teleimmersion to which he is presently
dedicated: that is, How do we get
people to communicate at a distance
reproducing the characteristics of a
face-to-face conversation?

After Geert Lovink, Meet the media
Guru meets Jaron Lanier, eclectic
personality and specialised scholar in
exploring and bringing the their
extreme the frontiers of virtual reality.
Lanier, authentic computer genius, is
one of the pioneers of Virtual reality,
ossimoro that he himself coined in the
early 80′s, and co-inventor of the
famous DataGlove, the interactive
glove used to get into virtual reality.

.

According to the scholar in fact,
video-communication technology has
failed to complete its mission. In his
opinion videos-calls don’t have
enough appeal and beyond the initial
authentic enthusiasm there would be
nothing, operating a type of addiction
to the means. The surprise effect is
not sufficient enough to allow the
technology to persist. What in fact is
lacking in video communication are
those elements that characterises real

For some time now with the National
Tele-Immersion Iniziative, Lanier takes
care of developing advanced
applications for internet2, the network
of the future, and the teletransport ,
that is, on his mind, the natural
development of virtual reality.
INTERNET 2: FROM VIRTUAL REALITY
TO THE TELETRANSPORT it is then
really the title of the gathering that
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life communication. That is that
gathering of signals that our body
sends to the interlocutor, the socalled non verbal language. A
language made up or expressions
certainly, but also made up of gests,
of movements, almost ritual dances
that can say more than the
conversation itself even without
knowing what the contents are.

.

Lanier doesn’t seem to have changed
a bit, nor does it seem has his
absolutely unaltered interest in virtual
reality and for its applications that
don’t seem able to succeed in
establishing themselves beyond the
faith of their possibilities. Yet Lanier
refuses this position. His interest is
addressed, more than just the
research into devices, to philosophical
implications and sociological
perspectives, which allow a wider and
more complex definition of the issue,
from the point of view of a cybernetic
anti-totalitarianism.

Moving on from this consideration
Lanier tries the recovery of virtual
reality configuring a system able to
“film” a subject from different points
of view, which opportunely
elaborated, would be able to restore
the complexity of our mimics
contributing in a significant
improvement of our long distance
communication. Lanier then
presented Cocodex , software in via of
perfection that will allow us to
transmit, in real time through the
network of the future, an enormous
amount of information and
“environments”,
consenting
communication and simultaneous
actions of a person or group far away
in space.

That which seems to be the
foundation of the thoughts of Lainer is
what we could define “technohumanism” away from the instinctive
logic of adaptation that seems to
identify itself with the economical
politics of the computer giants. What
counts isn’t the technology in itself,
but an interactive understanding how
the ability to reduce the waste
between reality and imagination. A
post-symbolic communication more
and more free and open. The issue
would be to be discussed.
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territory, of a confrontation with the
most qualified voices in the panorama
of international digital culture,
analogously to what happens in Face
Au Present , the exhibition of the
Centre Pompidou of Paris, to which
the Milanese experiment is compared.
he next appointment is in October
with Golan Levin member of the
Aesthetics + Computation Group of
MIT that uses digital technology
creatively, highlighting the relation
man  machine and exploring the
intersection between abstract and
interactive communication. At
present busy in a tour in Japan , Golan
Levin comes back to Italy after a year
to present his latest project, in an
involving meeting-performance, that
makes use of theatrical, electronic,
and computer-graphic elements.

.

Lanier remains in any case one of the
most authorative voices of this
discussion, and it was demonstrated
by the lively debate following his
lecture. Beyond the high-sounding
title in fact, Meet the media Guru is,
yes, an annual meeting with the
international stars of digital culture,
but it is as much addressed to the
professional world as to the general
public, in a relaxed climate of
participation. Not a new experience,
but all the same effective in following
the proposal, on the Milanese

www.meetthemediaguru.org
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Television Serrana, Mountain Network
Lucrezia Cippitelli

network, which has been producing
low-cost movies and documentaries
for ten years to support (and with the
support) of the local mountain and
campesino communities.
On the hill I met the chief executive
Isael Martinez and the video-maker
Kenya Rodriguez on a platform
suspended vertically over a river
whose valley fades away in the
distance among the mountains. This
platform is the only alteration the
“Serrana Television Collective”  as
editors call themselves  made to the
pre-existent building of the Forest
Rangers. From 1993 on this structure
has become the TV station studio:
they use it for brainstorming,
discussions, collective reflections and
spare time.

Buey Arriba is a rural community
placed down a hill. There’s only a
coach passing it by daily, main street
crosses the village and coasts fields,
every Sunday a small fair takes place
some kilometres away from the
village, near the banks of a little river.
The village is on the Bayamo province,
capital of the Granma state, one of the
eastern regions of Cuba, at the core of
Sierra Maestra, where Castro, Guevara
and Cienfuegos planned their guerrilla
actions against the dictatorship of
Fulgencio Batista in 1957-59, which is
now a huge tropical mountain park
crossing the states of Guantanamo,
Santiago and Granma.
Beyond expectations this tiny village
is a centre of multi-media production,
a training and social aggregation
space. Top hill are the headquarters of
Serrana Television, an independent

.
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The TV station history is simple:
approximately ten years ago, in 1993,
Daniel Diez Castrillo a TV producer
coming from ICRT (The Cuban
national broadcasting channel)
decided to leave Havana and go East.
It was during the Periodo Especial ,
the very tough economic crisis that
followed the fall of the Soviet Union:
as Van Van sang, those were years of
starving and existential diseases
caused by the extreme poverty 
mainly at Havana: “Nadie quiere a
nadie/ y se acabo el querer” (“love
ends when nobody loves nobody” love
ends in the community and
cooperation sense is replaced by
individualist misery). Diez chose to go

East to experiment with the
communities in Sierra Maestra: he
wanted to make a collective form of
cinema, to produce movies and
documentaries narrating the history
and identity of people living that area,
to create a form of partaken
communication far from the capital.

The TV station was originally
supported by UNESCO, which
provided some funding and technical
support. Now it is officially involved in
the national educational television but
off-the-record it produces and selfsupports itself without governmental
interferences on its contents.
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During the first years  explains
Martinez  we produced videos
through analogical camera; the
members of the project transferred
and edited videos to VHS. Then they
move a television and a VHS player to
the community house of the small
Serrano village (the only building that
had electric lights two hours a day
and thus the centre of social
relationships of the entire community)
and then they show videos to children
and campesinos , who identified
themselves with the stories of their
neighbourhoods lost in the tropical
forest.

.

A little production studio is the office
for 40 persons who were trained to be
filmmakers
and
producers
participating at documentary projects
concerning the local communities:
peasants who have got to trek for 30
kilometres a day of hiking trails to go
to school or to go working outside
Sierra Maestra park. Children going to
school, mountain villages, the everpresent revolution history mainly in
the East  as a post-card to be proud
of or a common history to be aware of
in a critical way, far from both the
“capitalist” decadence of Havana and
the narration of Cuban reality coming
from the outside.

.

The
process
of
the
collective/producer of the TV station
to gain the consent and its working
base support is to focus on the active
involvement of communities
inhabitants in the production.
Residents  and even the ones who
live in far away geographical areas 
have become editors, operators,
directors of photography and

Community people learned to live
with Serrana Television cameras  in
front of and behind  which narrated in
an almost sociological way anecdotes,
habits and dreads of this area, which
is far from everything but at the same
time it is connected in a
communicative network that changes
this community into a part of a whole.
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filmmakers.

Guatemala agricultural realities. Or
they meet the realities of other
countries by means of collective
vision of the documentaries the
Serrano collective films when invited 
for example  to Cuban medical
international missions in different
countries of Latin America.

One of the main Serrana Television
project is actually to train children on
the use of audio-video technologies in
a communicative way: this project is
aimed at teaching children from local
schools their every day life is very
similar to the reality of children living,
for instance, in Guatemala . Through
the use of the Internet and a web cam
children meet their coetaneous in

www.tvserrana.islagrande.cu/
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Max Payne Cheats Only
Domenico Quaranta

involved in plots more and more
complex.
Videogames, starting from the suicide
attempts collected by the English
artist Brody Condon on the DVD
Suicide Solution (2004) to the recent
phenomenon of machinima, are
certainly one of the privileged places
of the action on screen evolution in
narrative action, but even of its
banalization, connected to the fact
that effective action (through
keyboard and mouse) has a prompt
translation in the spatial, figurative
and narrative conventions of the
game itself.

What happens on the screen of our
computer can tell a lot about us, of
our tastes as well as of our daily
existence. Back in the far- off 1997,
the project Desktop IS, by Alexei
Shulgin, showed how a simple
desktop screenshot might be an
effective self-portrait.
Since then, the reflection on the
narrative “screen grab” potentialities
has continued, up to produce
narrations more and more refined
from the point of view of dramaturgy.
An exemlpe which is becoming a cult
on the web is offered by The Scene, a
serial distributed on the web peer to
peer building an irresistible narration
which makes use of what happens on
the screen of the main character,
Drosan: chat sessions, webcams,
programs opening and closing, telling
the adventures of this group of pirates

.

With Max Payne Cheats Only (2005),
recently showed in a video installation
at the Electronic Arts Intermix of
Chelsea ( New York ) , the Dutch duo
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Jodi (Joan Heemskerk and Dirk
Paesmans) offers a personal way out
from this risk of banalization. As
Michael Connor remarks [1], the
“screen grab” seems to connote the
entire recent work of Jodi.

With Max Payne Cheats Only, Jodi
abandons
resolutely
media
archaeology and retro aesthetics,
which had almost become his
distinctive feature, to rush headlong
into the noir atmospheres of a
relatively recent classic, Max Payne .
The hard boiled videogame launched
by Remedy Entertainment in 2001,
now at its third chapter, develops the
story of a policeman become a
criminal to avenge his family, wiped
out by drug peddlers, and has gone
down in history for being the first
video game application of bullet time ,
the tecnique (become famous thanks
to Matrix ) whereby time appears to
be slowed down and which allows you
to circle around the scene to study it
from each possible perspective.

From MyDesktop (2004) , whose
location is the typical desktop of a
Macintosh, up to Jet Set Willy
Variations (2002) and All Wrongs
Reversed © 1982 (2004), which revived
an old Sinclair ZX Spectrum to stage
respectively some game sessions and
ten little programming performances
in Visual Basic, Jodi seems intent on
staging what happens when the
machine meets the man and his bent
on mistake, game and passionate love
for the past (the only reality belonging
to him completely), his innate
tendency to destroy his toys to solve
the mystery of their nature. It’s a nerd
game which can sometimes seem
difficult to outsiders, such I am, but
which, soon or later, manages to
touch the facets we all agree with.

Anyway Jodi doesn’t seem to be very
interested in history, and bullet time is
only one of the many conventions
overturned in his many “cheats”
striking because of his practice of the
“cheat code”, which generally aims at
making the game easier to play
cheating some defects or limitations.
Such as an authentic gambler, Jodi
gambles the game revealing
immediately the pack of lies on which
the conventions- which make us
perceive the game as an alternative
believable reality in which
experiencing some adventures- are
based on and makes of the disbelief
suspension an impossible passage.

.
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Blade Runner android . Jodi wrote
codes, loading them in the game and
visualizing the results, recording all of
them for a total of 140 hours. From
this heap of material he gets a series
of short videos. Each one of those has
a dramaturgic unity, the two channels
projection as well as the way they are
put at everyone’s disposal on the
website (three per page, performed
simultaneously) underlines how what
is emphasized is not their content, but
the process and the meaning of the
whole operation: the destruction of
the fragile balance virtual worlds hold
on, becoming the metaphor of the
analogous fragility of our real world.

.

So Max Payne finds out to be made of
the surrounding space material and to
be able to pass through it to his liking,
a discovery which let him sink into an
autistic attitude inadequate to
achieve the game aims. There he is
struggling for freeing himself from a
pole he seem to have become a whole
with, run over by a car or squeezed by
a press in an attempted suicide or
there he is turned into a tangle of
senseless structures, the polygon of
his body flaking till becoming an
empty cocoon, or converting himself
into a mouth or an eye hanging in the
air, involved in repetitive and
meaningless actions, such as running
on the same direction, or destroying a
guitar, raining blows on the door,
jumping under a ladder.

[1] Michael Connor, JODI’s Computing
101B, gennaio 2005,
http://www.thousandsofcolors.com/
archives/jodis_computing_101b.html
Max Payne Cheats Only –
http://maxpaynecheatsonly.jodi.org/
The
Scene
http://welcometothescene.com/

–

Brody Condon, Suicide Solution –
http://www.tmpspace.com/suicides.
html
Machinima – Jodi, Jet Set Willy
Variations
–
http://jetsetwilly.jodi.org/

Sometimes Max is replaced by the
naked avatar of his beautiful and
sensual female counterpart – Mona –
whose beauty makes even more
pathetic her falling into pieces
reminding you of the death of the

Jodi,

My%Desktop

–

http://www.mediamatic.net/article-6
182-en.html
18

Jodi, All Wrongs Reversed © 1982 –

http://www.mediamatic.net/artefact
-5658-en.html
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C.stem, Generative Art Forms
Tiziana Gemin

as an artistic movement, but it should
be looked at in terms of strategy
giving birth to a work. Generative art
is an attitude traceable to different
tendencies.

It is not easy to give a definition of
generative art if you do not want to
be limited, moreover some aspects of
this expressive form can create
misunderstandings and doubts on the
comprehension of this phenomenon.

.

An explanation clarifying some
essential outlines is given by Philip
Galanter : “The term generative art
refers to any kind of artistic practice in
which the artist creates a process,
such as a group of rules of a natural
language, a program or a machine or a
mechanism of different type which is
then started with a certain level of
autonomy helping in creating, or
having as en effect, an ended work”.

The artist operating in this field
organises a cluster of rules starting
processes with conclusions which
aren’t always predictable, allowing the
creation of, or creating autonomously,
abstract forms starting from
algorithms. The formal care doesn’t
focus on the artistic object, but
especially on the procedures leading
to determinate results.
The concrete outcomes of this series
of operations can even be very
different among them: graphic
images fixed or in motion, musical
compositions and performing

Starting from these preliminary
remarks it can be affirmed that it is
not exactly adequate to describe
generative art as a stylistic current or
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software. The styles characterising
single works can vary widely, but the
building methods are similar. The
programming code, organized
according to formal rules, is the
material the creation is made up of,
and the computer, thanks to its
enormous possibilities of calculation,
is meant to be an instrument able to
extend
expressive
chances,
multiplying almost infinitely the
results obtained.

builder of a mechanism, which isn’t
however totally in his power, or
whether it is possible to conceive the
software as an autonomous producer
of creativity.
The concept of chance and the
subjects correlated with it, are by full
rights part of the artistic debate ever
since last century, and some
reflections, proposed by historical
vanguards, can be a good starting
point in order to delineate some
outlines of the contemporaneous
experimental research. In a passage of
one of the founders of Dadaism, Hans
Arp, it is said: “The law of chance,
which embraces all other laws and is
as unfathomable to us as the depths
from which all life arises, can only be
comprehended by complete
surrender to the Unconscious.
Maintain that whoever submits to the
law attains perfect life.”

.

Productive processes often follow
random logics making the single
compositions
unrepeatable.
Generative art is a work methodology
structuring complex and autonomous
systems, within which the control on
the final product is not essential. We
could talk about a poetic where
chance is its co-producer of artistic
forms. Anyway this concept can
create some doubts and lead
spontaneously to ask you about the
actual paternity of the work: whether
this is to ascribe to the artist as the

.

Pursuing the aim of making more
visible this practice in course of
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definition, that is to say generative art,
Thursday the 1 st of June C.STEM
opens in Turin : the first Italian show
describing this panorama; a project
conceived by the Cultural Association
32 Dicembre.

.

The fact that the works are shown as
prints- and not, as usual, through a
computer screen- makes the show
even more particular. It makes you
wonder whether this type of fitting,
conceived as it is, wants to create a
confrontation between the products
of generative art and the aesthetic
models of more traditional artistic
disciplines or whether the exposition
implies a slight provocation at the
system art, so reluctant to get rid of
its canons and to become interested
in experimental art forms.

There will be shown works of the
Norwegian Marius Watz , and of the
Italians Alessandro Capozzo,
Limiteazero, and Fabio Franchino . The
poetics characterizing each invited
artist’s research are dissimilar and
represent the various artistic
sensitiveness,
the
aesthetic
differences emerging represent an
interesting cross-section, concerning
the expressive possibilities offered by
procedural systems. You might linger
on Watz’s colourful graphic
experimentations or on the more
ethereal compositions of Capozzo, or
on the geometrical suggestions
proposed by Limiteazero or on the
ambiguous
and
mysterious
visualisations of Franchino.

C.STEM wants to be a moment of
cultural diffusion of these
methodologies and, besides, wants to
be a drive of reflection concerning
artistic research. Friday the 2 nd of
June will take place a round table with
the invited artists, chaired by
Domenico Quaranta.

www.cstem.it
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A Cup Of Tea With Matthew Barney
Isabella Depanis

poetry, with a soundtrack that
emphasizes her movements, her
slowness and discipline, the story
goes on with the procession,
composed of some dancers, that
follows the tank lorry that will lead to
the whaler, where the two characters
will meet and the tea ceremony will
take place.
On the whaler bridge the workers are
building a huge “tank” shaped as an
ellipse barred in its centre, which is
the distinguishing symbol of Barney
that can be found in almost all his
works and that in this case will be
filled with a gelatinous liquid similar to
Vaseline (filling of the tank lorry). All
the elements we could expect from
the genius of Matthew Barney are
therefore present.

Drawing Restraint 9 , the new work of
Matthew Barney. A full-length film
135minute long with soundtrack
studied by Bjork. Two of the most
interesting minds of the nowadays
scenery have worked together on this
project, a video plunged with
Japanese culture.
Matthew Barney and Bjork are the
two main characters of the movie, the
two Occidental guests invited by the
Japanese host to attend the tea
ceremony, crucial moment of the
movie. The story develops in the
space of a day. The arrival of the
guests by ship, their preparation and
dressing in order to be allowed to
assist to the ceremony, their meeting,
love between them that transforms
into mutual mutilation. The movie
begins with a beautiful image of a
woman packing small packets: full of

.
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Drawing Restraint 9 is the last work of
the series Drawing Restraint, begun in
the far away 1988. the first chapters
were performances that ended with
the creation of a sign, a drawing, a
sketch. The drawing was realized
through the efforts made by the artist,
physical efforts. Barrney used
instruments to practice gym sports,
he jumped off the springboard, he
climbed, he did actions that allowed
him to gain strength and energy and
the drawings that he created were the
representation of that same strength
stocked and kept. This choice, this
way of expressing himself, comes
from his education as an athlete and
from his obsession for achieving a

perfect body, hypertrophic.
Drawing Restraint 7 (1993) instead is a
video, realized inside a limousine. The
passengers are mythological
creatures, half human and half
animals, a sort of centaurs. Also in this
case Barney is one of the actors, the
driver of the limousine. These
creatures, inside the car, fight
between them, and with their horns
and protrusions leave signs on the
roof of the limousine. Drawing
Restraint 7 is one of the works
preceding the first Cremaster Cycle,
the work that has consecrated this
visionary artist to an international
level, realized by Barney, number 4
(1994).
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are always the same, one could say.
Strange dresses, that tire the body,
worn with difficulties by the two
guests, objects with organic, biologic
shape, that seem soft, enigmatic
characters. But everything stops here,
no other reading level can be seen, in
few words a style exercise.
After a huge work, complex and
fascinating just like Cremaster Cycle,
we expected something at least at the
same level. There is very little of the
old Drawing Restraint in this new
work, and it doesn’t seem an
evolution of the previous chapters or
of Barney’s work in the complex.
Under the surface really detailed of
this movie, the contents don’t seem
to be as much cured. The symbols, the
metaphors look as if they were empty
of meaning. You exit the hall feeling
really puzzled, and curious at this
point of the next episode.

.

The first impression obtained from
this number 9 is not of the best ones.
Ordered by the Japanese
government, it looks like an exercise
of style, compared to the standards
that Barney had given us till now. We
also expected much more intensity
from his first work with Bjork; indeed
the music that the cute Finnish
musician wrote for this movie do not
step far from his last albums.
From a purely aesthetical point of
view, of the image, obviously really
little can be criticized; the visionariety
of this artist is unique and out of
discussion. The elements he shows us

www.drawingrestraint.net
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Video Art In Loop
Barbara Sansone

association La Ciutat de les Paraules ,
born in the heart of Raval in the rooms
of an old shoemaker’s shop. It’s
spaces are on a human-scale and are
characterized by a family atmosphere
with something antique. Some of the
festival dates have taken place here,
such as the video-art performance of
the Colombian Liz K. Peñuela and the
video projection of the dancing
company of Barcelona Erre que Erre .

May will be a month full of dates in
Barcelona this year. The many and
unmissable spring festivals can
represent the way to explore more or
less remote corners, but always very
interesting, of a city that seemes to be
always discovered. Among these, OFF
LOOP ’06 , a four-year-old video-art
festival, seems to fit perfectly the
suggestion of a route to discover the
most active meeting points, essential
tesserae of the cultural mosaic that
turns Barcelona into an international
attraction point. This festival is indeed
situated in many places of the city,
such as small galleries and cultural
centres.

.

Interesting also Saldestar , lively
“confluence space” in the bohemian
district of Gràcia, open to “travellers,
friends and supporters”, that for three
nights has projected in its show
window la video selection Escaparate
High & Low Tech , for the audience
that passed by in the street or that,
expressly arrived, sat down on the
pavement opposite the place. In the

These often flowered from the
meeting of few devotees and started
with district activities that found the
backing of the inhabitants, just like
Almazen , central office of the cultural
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area also the selection Monográficos y
Temáticos has been projected, seen
also on other dates in the Galería dels
Àngels .

three day conference at the Casa Asia
, in the beautiful building Baró de
Quadras, on the smart Avinguda
Diagonal.

The Coldreation instead hosted, for
the whole festival, the videos of Xavier
Gavin , who has personally opened the
exposition with the performance Be
Lie Ve, where he uses physical and
psychological pain for his
philosophical explorations (and also
the audience is obliged do the same,
if it is minimally impressionable,
because he is hung to the ceiling by
means of hooks directly inserted in his
back.

.

Indeed the OFF LOOP has occupied
different spaces during its rich
programme, also in some areas of the
most important institutional centres.

Also Miscelänea is a sprightly gallery
born in the Raval district, two steps
from the marvellous Palau Güell made
by Gaudì. Here the projection of the
Programma Fluxus, from 16th to 21st
of May, has been opened by the
performance of Bartolomé Ferrando ,
that has brought a piece of poetical
audiovisual experimentalism, a tribute
to the Fluxus tendency and a really
refined representation of “visual
music”, during which he “played” a

The CCCB , for example, where La
Mekanika took care from the 16 th to
the 18 th of May of Rendez-vous,
different projections of excellent
contemporary video-dance. In
between these projections the most
important were: some shorts on the
experiences of dance and theatre
companies born in difficult countries
(such as the Arabian world or the
Black Africa); the documentary about
the ideation and realization of the
living sculpture that the Portuguese
choreographer, Vera Matero, and the
artist Ruy Chaves have proposed in
the Biennale of Arts in Sao Paulo
(Brazil) in 2004; the study on the

watering-pot full of flour drawing
fading pictures in the air.
Another tribute to the most important
representative of the video area of
Fluxus, the Korean Nam June Paik,
recently disappeared, was
represented by a special at the
mediatheque of Caixa Forum and a
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slowness and elasticity of the French
choreographer, Myriam Gourfink,
surrounded by the excellent music of
Kasper Toeplitz and, above all the
masterpiece movie of Vicent Pluss
“The Moebius Strip” (2001) , realized
upon the homonymous choreography
written by Gilles Jobin with music by
Franz Treichler and award-winning at
the International Dance Film and
Video Festival of Munich “Dance
Screen 2002″ , at the Art Cinema
Festival of Bergamo and at the On
Camera Festival of New York (2004). It
was a pity that because of the
afternoon hours in working days the
affluence was scarce, indeed the
quality of the selection would have
deserved much more.

.

At the Italian Institute of Culture the
selection Videominuto was projected.
Except for the videos of Hey Presto ,
of the unerring Austrian Timo Novotny
and of the Italian duo Milycon/EN
(composed of Daniela Cattivelli and
Lino Greco), the others have achieved
a better effect with the lucky ones
that have run into the random
projections in the underground net.
Regarding Timo Novotny, in the
rooms of the KBB (Kültur Büro of
Barcellona), until the 24 th of June, his
work will be projected, once again
result of the lucky connection with
the Sofa Surfers, Life in loops: A
Megacities rmx de Timo Novotny .

At the CCCB some thematical night
projections have been realized,
among which you could see the one
dedicated to the local producer
houses. In between these the most
important noticeable work was by
Goalstudio . For the festival audience
the entrance to the exhibition EriceKiarostami/Correspondencias was
free.

This is not the only exhibition that will
go on longer than the Festival. Also in
the rooms of La Capella , municipal
expository space linked to the Palau
de la Virreina and to the Institut de
Cultura, the show Berlintendenzen
and the projection of videos about
Alexanderplatz of Berlin coming from
Trasmediale will continue till the 23 rd
of July.
In the end, the calendar was crowded,
much more than it is told here, often
the main characters of the festival
were the ones who opened the
exhibitions, with performances or
stories about their job, while the
exhibitions overlapped, started and
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finished just like a score, allowing
those who had time to follow the
more they could.

Transpermia , together with the group
Moonbootica. The appointment has
been delayed to the 21 st of July
because of some problems. In the end
a certain attention has been paid to
the affirmed show of Vjing. The whole
night of 12 th of May, at Maumau, a
small place in Poble Sec district, has
been dedicated to a ping pong of VJs
among whom you could see BH
Project , Offnoll and the group
Pixelbirds . Instead in the rooms of
Niu Audiovisual, cultural space
recently opened in the ex-industrial
district of Poble Nou, the night of
Saturday 20 th the DVD VJBR#1Visual Jockey do Brasil has been
presented.

.

In the rooms of the civic centre Pati
Llimona, in the fascinating gothic
district, the French group Ultralab
presented personally their
experimental video 366 Days},
interesting but made dull by the many
images taken from the videogame
Unreal Tournament .

All this took life under the careful eye
of the young and passionate
coordinator Alex Brahim , and without
any entrance ticket, except for really
rare cases in which the price was
however accessible.

Marcel.lì Antuñez should have made
his exhibition at the Paloma, famous
dance hall always in Raval district,
Saturday the 20 th night, with his
“Meccatronic Conference”

www.loop-barcelona.com
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When The Dj Goes To The Cinema
Alex Dandi

build its own stories? How many times
has Dj culture been visually
transported in the right way?
These are some of the questions we
tried to answer taking a glance at
some of the films, that in one way or
the other have told about or have
been influenced by the world of Djs,
of clubs, of electronic music and all
that goes with it.

In these last few weeks news has
emerged that Thomas Bangalter and
Guy-Manuel De Homen Cristo have
finished a feature film entitled Daft
Punk’s Electroma that talks about two
robots that are intent on finding their
own humanity.
In practice they have put images to
the concept that lies behind their
latest studio album Human After All
and a large part of their aesthetics
“cleverly inherited” from Kraftwerk .
It’s not so much the daftpunkian
aesthetics that we want to talk about
but rather the fact that the two
producer/Djs have decided to
become directors bringing in some
way electronic dance music to the
centre of attention. How many times
have club culture and Dj culture
become cinema? How many times has
the cinema taken from club culture to

.

Obviously, the fact that there is a
scene in a disco isn’t enough to tie a
film to club culture otherwise we
would have had to include the entire
production of Vanzina and at least a
hand full of films by Nino D’angelo! In
the same way we can not consider a
large part the films of the late 70′s and
early 80′s that capitalise on the
success of disco music, to be tightly
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tied to club culture. Even “Saturday
Night Fever”, considered to be the
initiator of these films, in some way
put an accent on the dancing, not so
much on the music and the figure of
the Dj. To confirm the lack of
underground credibility of the film
was the fact that the soundtrack was
entrusted to the Bee Gees and not to
the more credible black artists of the
disco music period. That’s why in the
end the films that came out almost
twenty years later are those that best
represent the atmosphere of those
years, films like 54 (1998, Mark
Cristopher) e The last days of disco
(1998, Whit Stillman).

.

As a result, when house and techno
music were still phenomena tightly
tied to the underground, relegated to
the lone areas of Chicago and Detroit
and the New York disco scene was
dangerous stuff for the real nocturnal
animals at the limit of humanity, as
represented some years after in Party
Monster (2003, Fenton Bailey, Randy
Barbato) , and breakdance catalised
the attention of the film industry in
the mideighties. Films like Beat Street
(1984, Stan Lathan) e Breakin’ (1984,
Joel Silberg) are b-movies with
discreet commercial success tied to
the cinema of exploitation.

With the fall of the disco music also
the figure of the Dj lost its mainstream
charm and so, in the 80′s the Dj
survived as a sort of tourist animator
and in the narrative American cinema
the Dj is he who “scratches”, the
turntablist, the musical engine of rap
and hip hop that conquered the youth
of every social and ethnic stratus of
the period.

The enormous ghetto blaster that
blasted electro music were almost
more important than the Djs’
themselves, who produced those
electro breaks. The 1980′s are about to
finish, the youth comedies are starting
to show signs of collapse and the
youth universe represented by John
Hughes starts to creak, and rap music
beats new-wave; it’s the new black
middle-class that substitutes young
white comedies: this is the essence of
House Party (1990, Reginald Hudlin) .
The party in the house, two turntables
and a microphone take the place of
those boring, conventional end of the
year balls.
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England it is seen as an issue of public
order: therefore it is ignored by the
film industry. Since it’s the Untied
States who play the games of the film
world it’s obvious that the union
music-youth is represented in the
early 90′s by a comedy “MTV Style”
like Singles (1002, Cameron Crowe) .
But club culture doesn’t stop and if it’s
true that it’s the aspect tied to drugs
that is mainly explored by English
cinema it is also true that in the mid
90′s the first valid documentaries
emerge, which testify the real musical
revolution that had just happened: by
the French Universal Techno (1996,
Dominique Deluze) up to the
fundamental Modulations (1998, Iara
Lee) . At the narrative cinema level
instead, on one hand there are the
excesses and dramas of Trainspotting
(1996, Danny Boyle) with a hammering
“Born Slippy” of Underworld that
becomes generational, on the other
hand the releasing rite of the union
MDMA and club culture treated
without restraints in Human Traffic
(1999, Justin Kerrigan) , in which an
certain deep down goodness
meanders in a hypothetical motto of a
parents committee group seems to be
“they are completely out of it, but
after all they are always our children
and consequently, they are good
guys”. But if in England by now club
culture is discussed in well to do
dining rooms, in France a small arty,
intimate, experimental film, perfectly

.

For that reason, in the 1990′s club
culture is practically unrepresented.
The youth hold parties at home
according to mainstream cinema.
What happened to the rave? Where’s
the summer of love of 1988 ? There
seems to be no trace of it. A few small
independent films are able to insert
perspectives into what is moving in
underground music, but only a
scenario, something that is not so
understandable, almost anguishing:
Night Owl (1993, Jeffrey Arsenault) for
example describes the scene of the
arty New York clubs as something
dangerous where one could even
meet a vampire while it’s Screamin’
Rachel that shouts some house
rhythm of the epoch.
The 1990′s, musically speaking, go
back into the hands of rock thanks to
the so called ” Seattle sound” and all
the hype that goes with it. House
music, even though born in the USA ,
gains great success above all in
Europe but, at the same time, in
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describes how love is born in a rave,
where the music is more of a star than
the dialogues; Clubbed to death (1996,
Yolande Zouberman) .

that fill some of the holes in the
theme crossover cinema-dj/clu-culture have emerged. 24 Hours
Party People (2002, Michael
Winterbottom) sets off from a New
order 1980′s to describe the hedonist
and wild Manchester scene of the late
80′s, the so called Madchester where
house music and pop rock live
together without so many problems
between one excess to an other. It’s
all gone Pete Tong (2004, Michael
Dowse) pushes itself over the limits
and building a “mockumentary”
around the figure of the Dj Frankie
Wilde brings to the screen the
technique of mixing cues inside a
linear narrative context. The screen
splits into two parts, the audio on the
right allows one to hear the disco
that’s playing on the dance floor, the
audio on the left in the headphones
and a fade-in between public and
“crossfader” which unveils the magic
of the moment, perfect mixing. The
magic of mixing is a question of brief
instances, of shades, of “frame”. And a
few frames, a sequence or a rough
sketch of a situation can be enough to
catch the moment: the emotive
essence of club culture. Two great
directors in films that incidentally end
up having at least one music scene in
a club. Masterpieces like come High
Fidelity – (2000, Stephen Frears), 25th
Hours (2002, Spike Lee) and After
Hours (1985, Martin Scorsese).

.

Finally, at the end of the 1990′s the
United states also seems to realise the
presence of numerous raves on its
own territory and although the
majority of the youth is bombarded by
rock and hip hop there’s also a noisy
minority of regular rave goers. There
are two films that describe the
American rave scene: Go – (1999,Doug
Liman) and Groove (2000, Greg
Harrison) . Both use the rave culture as
humus to develop transversal stories
but the initial scenario is very
important for the development of the
narrative plot. GROOVE in particular,
even if all in all not as well done as
GO, shows a true love for what Dj
culture is.
But in this first part of the 2000′s
where some really interesting films
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maestros that give voice to emotions.
And also a unknown documentary,
almost impossible to find at least if
you don’t take a trip to Chicago, by
the title of The unusual suspects: once
upon a time in house music (2005,
Chip Eberhart) in which the director is
that CHIP E., author of one of the first
ever house pieces: the story tells and
sees the story through the stars eyes.
The Dj with the camera paraphrasing
the title of the famous masterpiece of
the epoch of the mute Dziga Vertov.
The camera that explains the magic of
those men who played with the sound
machine. Human after all.

.

On the documentary front there is the
fundamental Maestro (2003, Josell
Ramos) , four years of interviews with
stars of the club scene that have
made an epoch, from Loft al Paradise
Garage up to Warehouse: the
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Giuseppe Ielasi – Untitled
Simone Bertuzzi

declarations. Untitled is a very dense
work, complex and stratified.
After a careful listening it is possible
to perceive unexpected details,
opening a wider imaginary, not fully
declared. “The record- says Ielasi- is
similar to the previous records Gesine
and Plans. I have spent the most of
my days in studio, recording what I
had at my disposal. This time I used
electric guitars, fender rhodes,
percussions, erhu, different synths,

It is worth noting  for the Italian
musical panorama- that a new record
by Giuseppe Ielasi was released. I
would like to avoid biographical notes
and recording lists and focus on this
new untitled disk of the musician,
producer,
distributor
(exunfortunately after the recent closure
of fringes recordings ), as well as
organiser of little events which will
bring big international musicians in
our country.

record players. I gathered a lot of
material last summer during a travel
(all the sounds of a piano and many
environments come from Latonia). I
used some sessions recorded with
Renato Rinaldi, during which we
manipulated -with a Revox B77various instruments. The single parts
are recorded autonomously, often
without knowing in which track they
will be used and serve to create a
collection of sounds I start from in
order to define a structure of base.

Untitled was released by the Sweden
Häpna – become a cult labelparticularly attracted by Italian
productions. It has published 3/4 Had
Been Eliminated, Sinistri , and is not
new to Ielasi too with which he
published Gesine , to which we will
refer often in the following
conversation, where I tried to leave as
much intact as possible the author’s

Stratification, often very dense, is a
constant feature in all my works. In
Gesine it was less evident, thanks to
more homogeneous sounds (4 tracks
for acoustic guitar and percussions,
one for electric guitars one for
lapsteel), but that record was equally
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complex and built in studio as this last
one.”

following an additional direction,
giving continually back layers and
strange openings, never fully
accomplished. In the fifth and last
track, for example, when the noise
structure starts to drop of pitch on the
second half of the track, it remains the
signs of a sound which could be
ascribable to a vocal fragment, maybe
a chorus. It is not important to decode
the precise source, but rather to relate
it to the “layers” of previous sounds, in
this case incredibly full and narrative.

.

It is useful to focus on the productive
and technical aspects, which are
certain reading keys, as the poetical
aspect is hidden within pulsations and
melodic rests. “The careful listening is
always due to disch effects Ielasi says
– and it would be very good to find
out, every time, hidden details, shift
your focus and understand structures
and not immediate musicality. The
mono dimensionality of most of the
music I currently listen to is, from a
point of view of production and
technique, as well as of concept and
structure, a huge problem. What is not
declared is, instead, that is to say
what the record really means to me,
remains such.

.

Forcing an analysis of this instant,
which is maybe excessively
complicated, you obtain a result in
balance between the perfect
awareness of the “layers” quantity we
plunged into just before and,
contemporaneously, the clash with a
“non declared” condition. “It is exactly
a chorus- tells me the Milanese
musician  I do not remember where it
comes from, but I remember that,
when I was working on the last track, I
realised that the final part was

The detail is a focal point: it is as if the
work were structured longitudinally,
as if it did not follow the linear
development of the succession of
events, but as if it acted deeply,
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excessively static. I needed this sound
to animate the conclusion of the
record, instilling some doubts (and
inviting to listen to it again). I usually
do not care much about the origin of a
sound, or about the meanings this can
assume in a given context (even if
there are sounds I would never use or,
at least, never again). I’m interested in
the function this can have within a
track, especially if half-hidden as in
this case. I try to make use of sound
stratification as if I had an orchestra at
my disposal ( in a composition for
orchestra often you do not manage to
follow the parts of the different group
of instruments, but in the meantime
you know everybody gives his
contribution to the equilibrium and to
the colour you are listening to). “

that record was released exactly in
the middle of the fake weird-folk
period, the last thing I’d have liked to
be compared with. The day after the
first review I gave my guitar to Renato
[Rinaldi]“.

.

Gesine has a more complex form,
deriving above all from the
traceability of the instruments used,
related to Untitled it is musically more
direct, it is a compact record in which
stratification is less clear and diverted
by partly known musical-cultural
references, the same ones Ielasi tries
to avoid and, why not, destroy: ” Are
really the differences so evident? Ielasi wonders- Would you say the
same for a crime-movie director who
decides to direct a western, directing
the same actors, using the same
sound track or editing the same
sequences according to the same
principles? Each record is for me
apart. I think the three records
released up to now have a lot of
points in common, except for the

The different textures, the refined
rhythmical structures- crooked at
times- are further aspects particularly
thorough and present. You can notice
some influences, dub’s for instance,
but the whole work is not easily
ascribable to a precise sphere.
Anyway, it is truth that this time I
wanted the disc to have a constant
“pulse” and the second track’s guitar
note in tape-echo serves many to
arouse listening memories etc It is
even truth that I often want my tracks
to be less codified. I would have liked
Gesine to be the same, and in fact its
tracks are built in a very “frustrating”
way, in such a way so as to remove
some possible grips. Unfortunately
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sequel of a previous record. I
understand that critics, reviews and
distributors try to ascribe them to
different domains, but do not amaze if
I mix things up. Besides, the
superficiality of the critical approach,
in most of the cases, is quite
depressing. Almost all the reviews
about Gesine refer to Loren Connors
or Fahey. Can you explain me why?
(Except for the use of the guitar,
which is not much, I must say).

In the end, a positive sign. During the
press release of Untitled the definition
“dark cinema” was used, absolutely
appropriate, but it is undeniable how
the tracks are infused with
cinematographic atmospheres:” The
relationship sound-image has always
been very important to meconcludes Ielasi- and cinema has a
great influence on me. Anyway, I do
not work often with directors and
video-artists, at least not on common
projects (even if I often worked on
movie soundtracks or videos already
realised). For the moment, the only
project I find stimulating is a
collaboration with Eugenio Premuda,
director and scholar of cinema, on a
series of movies in super 8 (the first
one, directed on the Straits of Messina
has already been finished and we are
editing the second one, set in
Trapani). I would like to use images (in
motion or not) even live, but up to
now I haven’t found any approach
convincing me, so I keep on playing
alone, better if in the dark. For the
covers’ images, I work almost always
with Amedeo Martegani. We listen to
the record together and we choose in
a fast and intuitive way. Gesine’s
images are instead by Eugenio, two
Polaroid taken on the summer we
were shooting in Sicily.”

No, it is not explicable, if not for the
reasons above mentioned connected
to the superficiality of musical critics
it is not worth focusing on. It is
anyway proper to add- with regard to
the cinematographic universe Ielasi
refers to  that behind a choice of
genre, lie by consequence a push and
somehow an adhesion to the features
and the rules such genre has. It is
obvious that these rules can expand,
destroy, overturn etc and it’s exactly
in those interstices that innovation
should be looked for .

Beyond any easy references of genre
and context, Untitled, the new work
by Giuseppe Ielasi, is a masterpiece.

.
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www.risonanza-magnetica.com/artic
olo.php?id_sup=01&id_eti=180&id_pr
od=962

www.risonanza-magnetica.com/artic
olo.php?id_sup=01&id_eti=180&id_pr
od=1007

www.fringesrecordings.com
www.hapna.com
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Visual Signage In The Italian Ether
Claudia D'Alonzo

a/v symbiosis of the 9 th June.
Besegher e Flushing Device , with
Monotono , a dedicated trip into the
fascinating world of little things that
create the real outside the Es,
stimulated by the visual in super8 by
Valentina Scotti (Besengher) and the
sound silence by Alessandro
Massobrio (aka Flushing Device ),
musician and theatre sound designer,
composer in love with natural and
dense sounds.

Next 9 th and 10 th June the spot in
disuse of the Pontedera Piaggio
factory will put up the 2MANYVJS
second edition, vj’ing and electro
music festival that unites young artists
of the electro scene, with due care for
Italian area. The idea was born in 2005
during the meeting of a little group of
vj’s and new media experts, with the
intent to create a dynamic feedback
among visual artists, structured in a
roundtable
where
different
performers work together on three
screen.

.

During the evening the three dj’s from
Florence Ether , active by the middle
90′s and related with labels such as
Musikelab and Al Records, with the
visual mix by Selfish , alter ego of the
video artist that creates in his lives
stratifications of elaborated samples
until they dissolve in lights and
shadows. Selfish has collaborated

This year the event, organized by
Susanna Tesconi, Silvia Bianchi and
Antonio Zavagli and promoted by
VjCentral , proposes a mix of the two
souls of the electronic a/v production.
The
dance
matrix
of
the
entertainment and the experimental
collaborations. From this ambit the
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with lots of Italian and international
artists (Marco Parente, Marco
Messina, Lorenzo Brusci, David Cossin,
Don Pasta, Graziano Staino, Larry
Heard, Timet).

In succession the acoustic-motory
stimulations of the duo Nice Guy ,
winner of the Elettrowave 2006 a/v
section, that synthesizes electro and
minimal tekhouse, accompanied by
provoking visual fluxes.

Close up for the evening the dj Daniel
Meteo , founder in the 2000 of the
label Meteosound and resident of the
Berliner club Maria Am OstBahnhof.
He will enrich his sound made of hip
hop and melodic scores with 3D
abstractions by Progetto [ANTENNA ]
(see the interview to Bertram Niessen
in the last Digimag edition), group
born in 2004 by the union of , fed by a
heterogeneous and interdisciplinary
visual research that goes through
installation to video environment, to
realization of musical video-clip.

The dj-set by Francesco Parra and
Giulio Andreini closes the event. Djproducers from Pisa and Livorno ,
founders in 2001 of the project Eclat .
With this name they participated
during the years to international
events such as Sonar and Red Bull
Academy Live, publishing for labels
such as WashHouse (UK), Trapez (
Germany ), Anorak ( Germany ) and
Pias (UK). The syncopated rhythm of
the acid minimal house by Eclat will
insert the visual duet composed by
two Roman crew. Kinotek , with
Mattia Casalegno and Giovanni D’Aloia
, presents in festivals such as
ContactEurope, Diesel U Music,
Arezzo Wave, Dissonanze, Roma
Europa Festival. Fans of vibrating
visual analysis of the sound waves
elaborated in synthetic and minimal
composition. Lanvideosource , with
Gianluca Lisco and Enzo Varriale ,
video artists and vj’s that participated
to shows such as Live Performes
Meeting, Italian Live Media 03, Mostra
del Cinema di Venezia, Wobd. They
work to the creation of sets
characterized by the reciprocal
contamination of video data and the
extreme process of the material,
manipulating the mixture to create

.

During the second day the duo Apes
on Tapes from Bologna , formed in
2005 and author of Ape re_thieves ,
out on the netlabel Homework
Records , will mix abstract hip hop
vibrations with Miss Plug_inn visuals.
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metamorphic and abstract systems.
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Minimalist Monday At The Tate Modern
Alessandra Migani

projections and the opening of new
collections purchased by the Tate
Modern.
The hot moments were the evening
events, with music and images live.

The London Tate Modern, sanctuary
of the contemporary art, has just
welcomed a series of events to
celebrate art, music, dance and
movies. UBS Openings: The Long
Weekend , this is the name of the first
festival of live events. A rich program
to cover four days, from Friday 26 th
to Monday 29 th May, with free events
during the day, inside and outside the
building, and evening concerts in the
magnificent Turbine Hall you had to
pay for.

.

The Futuristic Friday has seen Dj
Spooky on the stage setting to music
the German movie by Walter Ruttman
from 1927, Berlin, Symphony of a
Great City. During the Surreal
Saturday, the projection of the
Dadaist masterwork by Hans Richter,
Dreams that Money Can Buy
accompanied by the live music of The
Real Tuesday Weld. Abstract Sunday
has seen the phenomenal jazz
saxophonist, Courtney Pine ,
accompany the screening of the
experimental movie Borderline by
Kenneth MacPherson .

Every day has been characterized by
an “artistic” adjective. So Friday has
been called futurism, Saturday
surrealism, Sunday abstractionism
and Monday minimalism. The festival
satisfied everyone needs . Talks, a
flight for skaters outside the building,
workshop and activities for the
families, dance performances,
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Bank Holiday Monday became
Minimalist Monday and ended the
long weekend with an exceptional
event of music and visual. Ultra:
Extreme Economy in Electronic Music
and Visualisation reunite three
prodigies of the electro music: Robert
Henke a.k.a. Monolake, alva noto
(Carsten Nicolai) and Ryoji Ikeda .

expression based on the economy of
the musical elements and the use of
recorder to create loops. Even the
80′s have as protagonists some
experimental electro artists in search
of new aesthetical languages. The
Ultra-Minimalism is already defined in
the middle 90′s and one of its
expressive gills consolidate its aspect
and arrived since our days.

Three artists for three different
approach to the visualization of the
music. They performed without break,
to form a unique and complete body
inside the conclusion of the festival.

Moreover the dialogue between
music and visualisation is more than
alive, not an additional elements but a
complementary part of the live
performance. The contemporary
technology allows a sophistication of
ways once unthinkable. Thanks to
new software, it is possibile to
manipulate sounds and images in real
time, with a double interaction, even
with kilometrical distances. An
example has been set on stage during
the Monday live by Monolake aka
Robert Henke that presented Atlantic
Waves IV.

.

The minimalist Monday comes as a
sort of reflection and statement of the
actual situation of the Minimalism,
nowadays in its extreme form, in its
expression of elements skeletonised
in favour of electronic impulses and
digital tones. Going back in time, we
have to search in the 70′s to find the
origins of the Minimalism. Phillip
Glass, Steve Reich and Terry Riley,
pioneers that searched new form of

.
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Before the live got started, while the
lasts where sitting down on their red
pillow distributed at the entrance, on
the wide screen at the centre of the
Turbine Hall some information were
running at the top of a black
background. The Berlin time, a hour
ahead compared with the Londoner,
flows in front of us with some
technical information as the interval
between the stimulation and the
answer.

the audience in an attentive
accomplice of the creative process.

During his set Monolake uses a black
screen on which he gives life to an
abstract
graphic
structures,
constituted by coloured squared that
symbolize the notes. The cursor act in
real time, turning on and off the
sounds, creating complex musical
structures. The squares, light blue and
yellow, sound while a vertical slash of
red squares pass over them. A live
improvisation, while the artist Torsten
Proefrock , in the Berlin studio, says
hello to his colleague!

.

The progression happens with evident
changes on the screen. The Tate
version has been designed exclusively
for this event and the sound has been
created with one of the first
computerized instruments, the 1982
Synclavier . It will soon be possible to
get software, documentation and
samples used in this exhibition.
The Atlantic Waves performance it is
not a concert but rather an artistic
happening improvised in real time, an
experience of construction and
deconstruction of colour, structure,
timbre and rhythm. The conclusion
happens while the screen is invaded
by always bigger and colourful
elements. A message communicates
to close the channels, ‘mute all steps’.

The performance title derives from
the interface used to create live
improvisations that link different parts
in real time. The first live of this type
has been performed during the Mutek
2002 and the two parts where
Monolake in Berlino and Deadbeat in
Montreal, connected via Internet. The
graphical structure becomes one of
the elements of the composition.
Visual and sound are equal and the
musician has the possibility to turn

In this case the distant iteration
doesn’t surprise as much as the fact
that the artistic process is possible for
everyone. The barrier between
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spectator and artist is now broken!.

senses. Suddenly the white points
became millions, to the point that
they light the hall up. The sound get
so deep that submerge everything. To
pulse is the verb that suite this set the
most, the heart of the universe pulse
during this exhibition.

.

After that, after short moments of
silence, Carsten Nicolai gets on the
stage, more similar to an altar where
the artist disappears behind the
instrumentation. The artist present a
sophisticated set, xerrox . The
opening, both for sounds and images,
constituted by tiny white elements in
the centre of the black screen, draws
the idea of a hive in activity.
Expressions of life follows one another
in a complex structure, from the roar
of the water to the explosions of
fireworks, everything placed in an
ambient of the everyday life.

.

The work of the Japanese Ryoji Ikeda
has been produced by the English
agency Forma , as the alva noto one.
One of the principal agencies of
contemporary cross-artform projects
that works with international artists
and festival. A while after the
performance got started, I think I’m in
front of the king of the data,
transmissions and numbers. The
constructions of his performance is
perfect, as a mathematical equation.
In fact the title is datamatics
(prototype) .

In the progression of the
performance, the distorted signal
draws attempts of reception, as the
artist was searching for someone from
other planets. I’m asking myself if this
is the sound created by planets with
their movement. I’m astonished by
this idea and I lie down, as lots around
me, let sounds and images flood my

A sound and visual perfection that
sublimes a Japanese haiku, giving
visibility to the invisible multisubstance of data that permeates our
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world. The fluctuating world that
gives the idea of incertitude. He goes
through Morse code and signals
thanks to an elegant dynamical
projection in black and white, to end
in the galaxy. In his trip, lines give
birth to dimensions, assembling 3D
buildings. Eventually there are no
more codes but names that show
stars in the universe and explain their
characteristics. The final scenes reach
further dimensions, to the point that

the performance of Ikeda leave us
breathless.

www.monolake.de/
www.alvanoto.com/
www.ryojiikeda.com/
www.forma.org.uk/
http://www.tate.org.uk/modern/
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Lemur Robots, Electric Music Players?
Teresa De Feo

The work of art they presented at the
hangar Bicocca event was ForestBots .
This is an evocative interactive
installation. It consists of 25 ten-foot
stalks that gently arc up from bases
on the ground. Each stalk has an eggshaped rattle mounted at the free
end. If solicited by visitors stems
uttered different harmonic sounds
according to these electronic
branches mass and position. Differing
masses of counterweights and
positions on the stalk yield different
harmonic excitations. A real robotic
but poetic and spiritual forest.

Mechanical creatures are always
captivating, although digital culture
seems to be directed toward visual,
web semantic shifts, and informatics
codes poetic and revolutionary
linking. But we are talking about
robots that keep on lasting and
astonishing despite the success of
immaterial dimension. Karel Capek ‘s
offspring is increasingly numerous.
This time creatures are LemurBots .
They are real talented music players:
robots which can fly in the face of
every great music player when it
comes to fastness and precision. You
could meet their creators in Milan if
you came at MixedMedia , a great
electronic culture event. Lemur (
League of Electronic Music Urban
Robots ) are a Brooklyn-based big
group of artists and engineers.

.

But ForestBots is just one of the
various Lemurbots projected by the
Lemur collective. MIDI-controlled
little and big robots are very
adaptable and have a great sound
variety. Let’s give some examples:
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GuitarBot , formed by 4 slide guitars,
TibetBot based on the tones
produced by three Tibetan singing
bowls struck by six robotic arms, two
per bowl, the shall-shaped !rBot
including rattles uttering sounds
when half-shells open or close. On the
group web site you can see and listen
to their acrobatic executions. This was
just to give you an idea of the
uniqueness of Lemur’s work.

.

The Lemur group was engaged in its
largest fabrication project to-date,
creating custom robotics for Fernand
Léger and Dudley Murphy’ s ” Ballet
mécanique ,” first entirely-mechanical
version, which was performed from
March 12 th to 29 th , 2006 at the
National Gallery of Art, Washington
DC . George Antheil ‘s Ballet
Mécanique performance has always
created a lot of problems, related to
the score execution troubles and the
various  and odds  instruments
synchronization. Lemur group was
asked to solve this age-old problem
by means of its mechanical creatures.
So the Antheil’s dream to have an
orchestra, which could completely
execute his extraordinary score 
mixing industrial era sounds and
atonal jazz music  could be attained.
This task seemed to be designed just
for Lemurs.

The Brooklyn-based, founded in 2000
by the music player and engineer Eric
Singer , includes a lot of talented
people, such as programmers, video
artists, composers, and music players
even if the core of this group is
formed by five people: Eric Singer ,
Jeff Feddersen , Milena Iossifova , Bil
Bowen , and Luke DuBois .
The philosophy and purpose of Lemur
group is apparently really simple. They
want to build robotic musical
instruments, which can “play
themselves” and converse with real
music players but above all, which can
implement things that are impossible
to human music players.

Let’s deepen some aspects of their
work. We interviewed Eric Singer
(from Brooklyn) and Jeff Feddersen
(from Milan).
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.

and play with robots.

Teresa De Feo: Let’s start from
ForestBots, the installation you
presented at MixedMedia. This is your
first robot interacting with the
audience. Was interactivity an
accidental choice or do you intend to
go for interactivity for your next
works?

LEMUR _ Jeff: The technical
implementation character of Lemur’s
works exposes them to different
future installing situations and  as Eric
said  the investigation of various
interactive possibilities is one of these
situations. Anyway with ForestBot
interactivity came from this
assumption: we wanted to create
something the audience would
appreciate so it had to be neither too
simple nor too complex. Also
considering the fact the audience
time to “experience” a work of art at
an art gallery could be limited.

LEMUR _ Eric: By now most of our
installations are interactive ones. For
instance, our next installations will be
exposed at the Schenectady Museum
in New York and visitors will have the
possibility to control, interact with
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slowness of nature. I tried to transfer
this in ForestBots.

.

Teresa De Feo: Most of your bots, as
for example TibetBot, !rBot, and
ForestBot include natural and spiritual

.

semantic elements. Robotic and
technology versus nature and
spirituality. What is in your philosophy
the common ground of these two
expressions?

Teresa De Feo: It seems your music

LEMUR _ Eric: Some artists of our
group can individually use these
elements to get inspiration, but our
philosophy is generally to create
robotic instruments that play well,
look good and implement new
techniques in music creation.

LEMUR _ Eric: This is true in a
measure but we are not essentially
trying to overcome human limits, that
is, to extend human ability. Humans
and robots do different things. Robot
musical instruments only represent an
opportunity for composers and
musicians to create new things.

robots are aimed at overcome the
limits of the relationship between the
musician and his instrument. What’s
your boldest dream about it?

LEMUR _ Jeff: This is just a way to
look at nature as a complex system
formed by simple elements. The
power and variety of nature comes
out from the interaction of single
elements basic instructions. This is the
model I like to refer to in my approach
with robotics and computer language.
I also get my inspiration from a sort of
natural scale: the hugeness and

LEMUR _ Jeff: This is an essential
matter. I’m a musician and I play
music even with non-robotic and
non-electronic instruments. Music
instruments have always been a
perfect tool in the service of art. I
don’t think the intrinsic limits a music
instrument could have inhibit
creativity freedom. On the contrary I
think these limits could help. We
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could reflect on the peculiar problems
of the relationship between the
musician and his instrument, which
helps him to pull his expressive
qualities out. So my music robots are
not aimed at realizing superior
performances  speed, bigger sound
size etc. As a matter of fact, in the
building up of Forestbots I closely
coped with the limits of mechanical
instruments. Even if the mechanical
part of our work is reasonably simple,
the movement of flexible parts can’t
absolutely be controlled; there are
slight movements I can only direct by
hand, that is behaviours that can’t be

programmed.
But surely there are things a machine
can do that are very difficult to realize
in another way. A machine can work
at an art gallery or on an installation
for a very long period. I can turn
ForestBots on and walk in the midst of
its stems surrounded by the sound
produced by their movement in the
air. I can be the audience of my own
music.

www.lemurbots.org/
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Collaboration Paradox
Gigi Ghezzi

Science (October 2005) , Ricardo B.
Duque, Marcus Ynalvez, R.
Sooryamoorthy, Paul Mbatia, DanBright S. Dzorgbo, and Wesley Shrum
reflect on two “axiomatic” practices of
modern communication science:
1 – is collaboration associated with
productivity?
2  is access to the Internet
(specifically use of email), associated
with reduced problems of
collaboration?

Collaboration is one of the most
consolidated scientific practices.
Scientific collaboration derives from
the
increasing
knowledge
specialization, from the complexity of
investigation problems and from the
increase of technological devices
costs. According to the theory of
collaboration an abatement in prices
would stimulate collaboration
overcoming political and economic
barriers and encouraging knowledge
sharing.

.

To this end it is interesting to have a
look on the outcomes of a study
realized last year by some of the
scholars of the Baton Rouge Louisiana
State University . In the paper
Collaboration Paradox: Scientific
Productivity, the Internet, and
Problems of Research in Developing
Areas , published by Social Studies of

The authors mention two similar
previous researches (Lee, Bozeman
(2005) ‘The Impact of Research
Collaboration
on
Scientific
Productivity’, Social Studies of Science
35(5): 673702 e Walsh, Maloney (2003)
‘Problems in Scientific Collaboration:
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Does Email Hinder or Help?’,
unpublished, University of Chicago)
that almost definitively validate the
two assumptions we previously
quoted; but it is important to highlight
these two researches refer to United
States collaboration groups while
Louisiana’s scholars addressed to
developing countries research groups;
The sample Louisiana’s scholars
investigated on was composed by
private research groups and Ghana,
Kenya, and Kerala (India) NGOs.

The study took place from 2000 to
2002 and 918 scientist predominantly
from
Nairobi,
Accra,
and
Thiruvananthapuram were involved.
Their scientific training was essentially
agrarian (31%), bio scientific (28%),
engineering and information
technologies (16%), chemistry and
physics (9%), geology (7%), social
sciences (8%).
Researchers
used
different
investigation approaches: from
interviews to the analysis of scientific
programs and samples. They
furthermore verified instruments of
selection and exclusions of
components to validate the groups
composition mechanisms. It was very
hard to implement a scientific
productivity measuring device.
Researchers decided to put traditional
bibliometric methods aside (this is a
scientific standard quantitative
system that involves, for instance,
citation analysis) since they reflect the
predominance of developed
countries. They used last five years
publications in national and
international newspapers (both
verified and self-reported by authors)
as the main productivity indicator.
Productivity was determined both by
intra and inter-organizational
measuring devices.

Why did they choose to investigate on
developing counties? The response is
quite simple: it is necessary to
systematically make sure (not only in
wealthy democratic systems) new
communication options offer
possibilities of collaboration and
integration among different countries
since these technology are suitable
for overcoming geographic, temporal
and  often  political barriers.

.
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comparison to the benefits produced
by intellectual forces coordination. As
a matter of fact communication (and
outcomes) troubles are higher for
third world scientists. These are
troubles relating to the difficulty in
contacting colleagues, coordinating
programs, transmitting updates and
above all preserving information
security.
.

Intra-organizational measuring device
involves the mapping of constant and
regular relationships among the
people in the organization. Interorganizational measuring device
rather involves the mapping of
different groups on the outside and a
measuring scale of collaborative rate
of recurrence. Data collected were reelaborated in respect to geographic,
demographic, and biographic (sex,
age, marital status, educational level)
variables.

.

Let’s answer to the second question
(possibilities of collaboration
problems reduction offered by the
Internet). The internet seems to be
very appreciated and used, but non
homogenously spread (86% India , 65%
Ghana , 51% Kenya .) From a pragmatic
(or better ethnographic) point of view
elements show in developing
countries there are tough local
contest troubles that the Internet and
collaboration can’t overcome:
poverty, corruption, familiar duties
and clienteles.

Among the various outcomes it’s
interesting to highlight Kenyan
scientists, who are the least
productive, have difficulty with email
access and report the most research
problems, manage to collaborate a
great deal. It could sounds obvious
but collaboration is harder and costs
are higher in some developing
countries. In most cases the main
subject is overturned in behalf of
collaboration, that is, coordination
costs turn out to be lower in

To outline a future techno-scientific
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scenario it is necessary to
differentiate
communication
promotional politics involving
environmental relationships. That is it
is essential to cease using a neoliberal conception of communicative
system self-regulation; we don’t have
to promote new technologies only
because they produced excellent
outcomes in technological advanced
countries.

Latour emphasized the impracticality
to separate techno-science from
society because it is a separation that
comes out of nature and culture, so
let’s stop separating communication
of practices that create environmental
reality in the scientific research field
too.

http://worldsci.net/ paradox .pdf
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Offf Festival, Graphic Design Con Amore
Barbara Sansone

capire perché sarebbe importante e
prezioso organizzare incontri con gli
artisti e i creativi del Web, avrebbe
dovuto partecipare alla sesta edizione
del festival OFFF , tenutosi dall’11 al 13
maggio 2006 a Barcellona,
organizzato da Inofffensive e diretto
da Héctor Ayuso già incontrato da
Digimag qualche mese fa..
Avrebbe dovuto respirare l’energia
frizzante che circolava negli spazi del
CCCB
(Centro
de
Cultura

Una volta un musicista pose una
domanda piuttosto comune: “Qual è il
senso per il pubblico nell’incontrarsi
fisicamente con gli autori di web art?
Ovviamente il senso è umano, ma
allora perché gli enti pubblici (o
sponsor privati) dovrebbero pagare
questa cosa? Di solito le conferenze le
fanno bene i filosofi. Gli artisti
normalmente li si fa parlare del loro
lavoro, quando si trovano nel luogo
dell’esibizione, già che sono lì”.

Contemporánea de Barcelona): nel
cortile organizzato a mercatino e a
chill-out, dove giovani e meno giovani
di tutto il mondo riposavano e si
scambiavano idee sdraiati al sole
pallido di maggio; nell’Auditorio, dove
si alternavano concerti audiovisivi
elettronici e conferenze; nel Cinexin,
dove, adagiati su comodi puff o sulla
soffice moquette, si potevano
guardare sequenze tematiche di
opere presentate da artisti presenti e
non al festival; nello Showplace, dove

È sempre difficile rispondere a questa
domanda per chi, oltre a non
concordare con molte di queste
affermazioni, trova che il senso è più
che ovvio. È come quando ti chiedono
perché nella tua lingua madre si dice
una certa cosa o la si dice in un certo
modo. Difficile dare spiegazioni. È
normale e basta. Chi ancora ha dubbi
di questo genere, continua a non

si poteva interagire con le creazioni e
in alcuni casi anche con i creatori,
disegnando con loro, entrando a far
parte delle loro pitture dinamiche;
nella Hall, dove si poteva provare
l’esistenza reale di esseri umani
sempre conosciuti in forma di opere
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che viaggiano lungo i fili del telefono,
sentire la loro voce, ascoltarli
raccontare la loro esperienza e
descrivere il backstage del loro lavoro,
ridere con loro, amarli ancora di più
(non ha caso il titolo di questa
edizione del festival era proprio Love
Days).

divertirsi con i suoi beniamini.
Un paio di anni fa, Carla Diana, prima
di un suo intervento in Italia dove la
situazione tecnica sembrava profilarsi
disastrosa,
si
dimostrò
incredibilmente tranquillla e disse che
anche senza computer, microfono e
proiettore l’evento sarebbe stato
interessante. Nonostante alla fine
potè disporre di tutto quello che
meritava di trovare a sua disposizione,
dopo il suo screening fu chiaro per
tutti che quello che aveva detto era
una sacrosanta verità. Questi
personaggi sono animati da
un’enorme passione, hanno scelto di
vivere seguendo il loro daimon, pur
rischiando ogni giorno nell’incertezza
economica. Tutto questo rafforza il
loro carisma e li rende vulcani che il
pubblico potrebbe restare ad
ascoltare per giorni senza distrarsi
mai. E di vulcani, in questa edizione
dell’OFFF, ce ne sono stati parecchi.

.

Avrebbe dovuto provare tutte queste
emozioni. Quella dell’attesa. Quella di
cercare di indovinare tra i volti dei
presenti quello dell’artista preferito di
cui ancora non si conoscevano i
lineamenti. Quella di accorgersi come
ancora alla settima conferenza, dopo
ore di attenzione e di pazienza per gli
immancabili disguidi tecnici (ma si sa,
è il prezzo che la tecnologia fa pagare
in cambio del suo essere a
disposizione di tutti e di permettere a
chiunque abbia una buona idea di
diventare un creatore, che non è
poco), i personaggi che salivano sul
palco erano capaci di infondere
energia, di tenere il pubblico incollato
alla sedia, desideroso di ascoltare e di

.

Joshua Davis , per esempio, ormai di
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casa al festival, che quest’anno
doveva restare barricato nello
Showplace per far partecipare il
pubblico con i suoi disegni all’opera
Dynamic Canvas. Un disguido grave
che ha reso impossibile la presenza di
Bradley Grosh, però, ha fatto sì che
fosse chiamato d’urgenza sul palco,
dove la selvaggia creatività delle sue
opere e della sua persona (il suo
aspetto è quello di una rock star: è
coperto di tatuaggi e si esprime con
un linguaggio e una gestualità
estremamente informali) hanno
dissolto il tempo come in un effetto
speciale.

scienza !) e con una cura estetica
impeccabile. Le sue spiegazioni sono
pacate e rasserenanti e allo stesso
tempo molto divertenti e così chiare
da far sembrare il complesso miracolo
della vita il più semplice e ovvio dei
meccanismi.
Particolarmente
interessante il suo recente lavoro
Mitozoos , sviluppato con il suo
gruppo di collaboratori di nome
Bestiario e di cui è in fase di prototipo
una versione che rappresenti in forma
di suoni il corso della vita e le
interazioni degli organismi.

Oppure Ze Frank, vero e proprio
showman votato alla risata, che non
sta fermo un attimo sul palco: mentre
presenta in modo esilarante il suo
lavoro, in cui procede a indagare con
intelligenza il mondo e il
comportamento della gente su
Internet e nella vita reale attraverso il
filtro dell’ironia e del prendersi gioco
di tutto, cammina continuamente
avanti e indietro sul proscenio, parla
usando tutto il corpo, fa facce alla
Jerry Lewis.

.

O Zach Lieberman e Golan Levin (il
duo Tmema che sempre Digimag ha
incontrato qualche tempo fa),
responsabili di un esplosivo gran
finale,
più
performance
e
chiacchierata tra amici che
conferenza. I due, che quasi si
assomigliano e sicuramente sono
animati dallo stesso carattere giocoso,
hanno spiegato e mostrato alcuni
video di loro installazioni come l’opera
Messa di Voce, dove il sistema è stato

O ancora Santiagio Ortiz, in arte
Moebio, sottile ed elegante come le
sue opere, dove esplora e visualizza le
connessioni che esistono tra genetica,
codice di programmazione e
linguaggio, in cui cerca metafore che
rappresenta in modo intrigante (se a
scuola la insegnassero così, la
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dato in pasto a Joan La Barbara e Yaap
Blonk. Dal vivo, in mezzo a un
pubblico a dir poco entusiasta, Zach e
Golan hanno “suonato” le opere The
manual input sessions, Drawn (con cui
era stato possibile giocare nello
Showplace per tutta la durata del
festival) e Scrapple. Nei siti dei singoli
artisti e del duo, si possono ottenere
maggiori informazioni sulle loro opere
e visionare clip video.

possibilità estetiche e di tecniche di
animazione che conferiscano
un’organicità sempre maggiore agli
oggetti e ai sistemi di navigazione;
Florian Schmitt degli Hi-Res! , sempre
impegnati nella realizzazione di trailer
cinematografici
online
particolarmente suggestivi e
personali, mentre sperimentano nuovi
percorsi interattivi, alcuni dei quali in
collaborazione con Nanika; Nando
Costa, altro nome ormai nelle
orecchie di tutti gli appassionati di
grafica, le cui strutture aggrovigliate e
complesse si ispirano ai cavi elettrici
che pendono ammassati e disordinati
per le strade delle città brasiliane.

Non è possibile qui dedicare qualche
riga a tutti, ma val la pena ancora
ricordare la presenza, tra gli altri, di:
Eric Natzke, personaggio ormai
storico, sempre a caccia di nuove
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nome Rita; Rob Chiu , affascinante
mago di After Effects; Kyle Cooper,
direttore artistico specializzato in
titoli, tra cui quelli di molte famose
pellicole hollywoodiane, videogiochi e
pubblicità; Jonathan Harris, che,
insieme a Marcos Weskamp, hanno
presentato i loro progetti, incentrati
sul rilevamento e sulla visualizzazione
grafica e statistica dei dati che
viaggiano su Internet, e tra i quali
spicca il database di emozioni We Feel
Fine, di cui è possibile scaricare e
utilizzare l’API.

.

E ancora Ben Fry e Casey Reas, artisti,
informatici e fondatori del progetto
Processing, che in questo festival,
come sta facendo nella storia della
creatività digitale, si è conteso con
Flash il ruolo di software protagonista
(i due hanno anche tenuto un
seminario della durata di cinque giorni
che si è tenuto presso i locali dell’
Hangar); Jürg Lehni, che ha portato il
suo Hektor (macchina creata in
collaborazione con Uli Franke, in
grado di disegnare da sola con una
bomboletta spray sospesa con dei
cavi e pilotata da un computer) e ha
presentato i video di altri progetti tra
cui uno analogo, ma più sofisticato, di

Perché perdersi tutto questo? La
bellezza non è solo nutrimento per
l’occhio, ma anche e soprattutto per
l’anima e tutti i sensi. E la si ottiene
creando possibilità, sinergie,
comunicazione. Quello che è
avvenuto quest’anno, ancora una
volta, all’OFFF di Barcellona.

www.offf.ws
www.inofffensive.org/
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The Best Of Offf
Luca Marzello

can holder, toothed belts, cables, a
strong battery and a circuit board,
which is connected to a laptop and
controls the machine. Through the
use of Scriptographer , Hektor is
directly controlled from within Adobe
Illustrator, the spray-can follows
vector graphic paths and sprays them
onto the wall. Hektor follows vector
paths as the hand follows a line while
drawing it. Moreover, with the spraycan Hektor uses a tool that was made
to be used by the human hand.

The Barcelona-based OFFF festival
presented as usual a series of
meetings with the world’s best
graphic designers. The artists
introduced their works to the
audience
during
meetings,
workshops, and projects. This article
presents the artists’ best outcomes of
this digital kermesse , which offered
enthusiasts and professional people a
lot of spurs.

There are almost unlimited drawing
possibilities; the drawing process is
very long (during the conference a
faster Hector second version was
presented, which was able to change
colour paint by itself do you
remember Citroën Picasso spot?). This
was a captivating experience: a
machine using a software developed
by men (Illustrator) to guide a robotic
arm acting as a writer it’s just a little
bit more precise than a human writer.

Hector  The first thing you noticed
entering the festival was a robotic arm
spraying on a canvas. Hektor is a
Graphics Output Device. It was
realized in two months in Summer
2002 by Jürg Lehni and Uli Franke , an
electronics engineer from Zurich, for
Lehni ‘ s diploma project at the école
cantonale d ‘ art de Lausanne (écal).
Hektor consists of a suitcase, which
contains two electric motors, a spray63

crash media, and others created
Superfamous Studio an Alliance
Network to explore our era new
aesthetics and paradigms. FormGivers concept is particularly
interesting because it is not
exclusively dedicated to designers.
Folkert presented a project on
explorations and human technological
developments. He wonders why and
how humans have not come to get
outer space other civilizations yet
starting his investigation from the first
space explorative voyagers. The
project to collect and catalogue
information on human culture and
history is becoming an open and
prolific collaboration.

.

Folkert/Newstoday  On the second
festival day we met Folkert Gorter
from Holland who opened with Jason
Kristofer Newstoday in 1999, one of
the most prestigious online portal of
digital culture and design with a
creative employment opportunities
channel, typographic reviews by
WeWorkforThem, a column dedicated
to public broadcasts and another one
dedicated to broadcast author such
as: Amit Pitaru, Joshua Davis, Fluid,
G-94, and Yugop.
Folkert is a designer and together
with Jason Kristofer, Fluid, Deluxe,
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For Playstation portable they created
communication from the player point
of view. Everything is fitted for
persons playing and watching down
with their hands applied while they
take a bus or walk on streets: so road
signs on the ground, ad hoc benches
or signals, T-shirts reflecting pad and
hands posture. In sum, they ironically
laughed at this mania of playing
wherever it may be. A metaphor of
the changing of world perspective of
insatiable and unstoppable players.

.

Hi-Res!&Nanika  Hi-Res are wellknown for the works they realized for
Massive Attack, Beck, Diesel,
Playstation and many others. They
appeared in the Res-magazine topten list of innovators to follow. At
OFFF they presented some of their
last works such as the world-wide
styleguide for MTV , the virus
campaign for Playstation and the
Beck’s web site. Florian explained
problems and possible solutions to
create a common imagination for
young people of all over the world
that follow MTV, where tastes and
trends are not that globalized yet and
where rebel teenagers spirit can’t be
clustered into a unique sharable
imagination. The outcome – after
different developments and concepts
 was: irony and bizarre amusement
where a bad rapper dreams of singing
(out-of-tune) famous white chicks’
(Britney Spears for example) songs.
Software as Excell/Axel Rose can help
you to keep your data under control.

Fro Beck an inspiration, built like a
mechanical stage set, the site was
originally inspired by a Venice theatre.
Collages, singer’s shreds, theatrical
background, wallpaper textures
effectively develop the visionary and
kitsch world of the famous singer of
“Looser”. Hi-Res! Is now in Barcelona
to present the new Nanika project
founded by Andreas Müller to explore
interaction between man and
machine beyond the traditional
input/output devices. Andreas
declared: “To me this box of
electronics in front of me is much like
my box of crayons when I was little, or
my box of Legos when I was young.
The possibilities of this box are just as
endless, but getting exactly what you
want out of it is very difficult. There’s
a lot to learn and explore.”
They presented different kind of
interaction and video-tracking and a
reel set up starting from these
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elements. Amusement intended as
playful media use conquers and
fascinates everyone, even the mom
finding herself playing for hours with a
digital balls video-camera that reacts
to her movements.

show his current works so festivals
and conferences are the only way to
see them. His presentation theme was
the passing of time rapidly changing
his productions in things of the past.
He thinks it is important to keep
yourself interested through your
personal research, the development
and exploration of continuously
changing technology and aesthetics.
Erik presented the experimental video
Black&Whie , integrally actionscript
flash generated. Moving geometric
forms unpredictably intersect and
exploit all the processor and new
player possibilities. On the
commercial point of view interesting
interactive experiments on dynamic
lines becoming I-Pod handcuff
threads or HP futuristic concepts with
a banner campaign of little aesthetic
and contemporary imagination
gemstones.

.

Erik Natzke - Erik started working in
the late 90s and he has quickly
become a well-respected figure in the
field of interactive design. Natzke is a
desired speaker and presenter for
numerous international conferences
and he had an integral role in
managing and developing interactive
works with companies like
Handspring, Morgan Stanley, CNET,
Skyy Vodka, Mick Jagger, Leo Burnett,
and R!OT Manhattan. His works have
also garnered numerous awards
within the industry, including 3
awards
from
the
FlashForwardFilmFestival in the
categories
of
Experimental,
Typographic, and Navigation.

.

Processing / Ben Fry + Casey Reas +
Marius Watz - This longed for event

Unfortunately his web site doesn’t
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took place during the last festival day.
It’s interesting to notice creative
software development now interest
traditional designers: Maeda ‘s
offspring has grown up and
developed a software, which is now
well-known and followed even by
curious beginners. This one-week
workshop was aimed at solve
development problems and it was
necessary to present a project to
subscribe. If the project was approved
Reas, Fry and Watz supported
subscribers to perfect it. The works by
Fry and Reas have been exposed at
international museums such as
MOMA and Whitney Museum .
Porocessing won the Golden Nica at
the Prix Ars Electronica in 2005.

audio-video experiments. Walz also
promoted the Generator.x project, a
generative strategies agreement
between art and design. Generator.x
was a conference, an exhibition and a
live-concert tour.

.

Tmema (Zach Lieberman & Golan
Levin) – Play the Manual Input
Sessions / Drawn / Scrapple - the
festival closing is dedicated to two
well-known artists collaborating since
2002 to Tmema project. A brief
introductive sketch and than a
performance that catalysed the
audience interest and amused
everybody.

The conference approach is very
simple and rational: general
Processing environment presentation,
its possibilities and future
developments and then 2 microsessions dedicated to single artists.
Reas showed and told about his
production based on the artistic
drawing generative creation. Fry
questions himself on the possible
complex data visualization and visual
interaction with the user. Next visual
Marius Watz ‘s experiments (he
defines himself a well known former
graphics). Organic forms colour and
movement
are
the
main
characteristics of his installations and

There were presented other
interesting previous experiments such
as “Remark”, “Hidden words”, and
“Messa di Voce”. It would be too
complicated to describe these
projects, it would be easier for you to
download projects videos and enjoy
them.
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x.php
www.scratchdisk.com
www.joshuadavis.com
www.superfamous.com/
www.newstoday.com/
www.hi-res.net/
.

www.nanikawa.com/
www.natzke.com

Joshua Davis - As usual there were
exhibited video-installations by Watz,
Reas, and Joshua Davis  testimonial
of the festival  who assembled and
re-generate visual inputs lefts by
visitors directly sketching them on his
drawing board creating a collective
drawing on a big screen. Every refresh
was more precious than the previous
as submitted sketches passed by.

www.benfry.com
www.reas.com
www.processing.org
www.unlekker.net
Generator.x blog
www.thesystemis.com
www.flong.com

www.hektor.ch/

www.tmema.org

www.scriptographer.com/forum/inde
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The New On The Stage
Massimo Schiavoni

scena che con passione genuina
cercano di rinnovarne i linguaggi.

Dal 7 giugno al 7 luglio il Festival
presenta cinque coproduzioni in varie
fasi di lavoro relative agli attesi nuovi
spettacoli di Pippo Delbono , Antonio
Latella , Valter Malosti e delle
compagnie Motus e Fanny &
Alexander , quattro spettacoli stranieri
di Alexis Forestier , Rodrigo García ,
Amir Reza Koohestani , Ludovic
Lagarde e le ospitalità di Franco
Branciaroli , Michele Di Mauro e
Graziano Piazza , La Girandola ,
Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio , Teatrino
Giullare .

Un lavoro di Mario Merz identifica
l’undicesima tornata del Festival delle
Colline Torinesi una serie di Fibonacci
che dall’uno cresce verso una
moltitudine di numeri. Proprio nella
sede di Hopefulmonster , la casa
editrice di Beatrice Merz , aveva
iniziato a lavorare lo staff del Festival
nel 1996. Oggi che il Festival delle
Colline Torinesi raggiunge la seconda
decina, l’omaggio al grande maestro
ha molti significati simbolici.
L’edizione 2006, che si qualifica anche
come
Torino
Creazione
Contemporanea, rivela uno sguardo
rivolto ai territori di confine tra il
teatro e l’arte, tra il teatro e la
letteratura, proponendo sinergie con
quelle realtà che fanno di Torino la
capitale del libro e dell’arte
contemporanea, ma soprattutto
dando spazio a quegli artisti della

.

Una scelta che, tra l’altro, ribadisce,
per il Festival una funzione di ponte
culturale con l’Europa e con la vicina
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area francese in particolare. Non sono
stati casuali infatti, negli ultimi anni, i
rapporti produttivi e le collaborazioni
con Chambéry, Lausanne, Genève,
Avignon, Annecy, una rete di relazioni
premiata dal riconoscimento
dell’AFAA. Uno nuovo ruolo
internazionale del Festival,
incoraggiato dagli Enti pubblici, dalle
Fondazioni bancarie e dagli sponsor,
che non sarebbe stato possibile e non
lo sarà in futuro senza il decisivo
sostegno del Teatro Stabile di Torino,
locomotiva del sistema teatrale in
Piemonte. Un Teatro che ha accettato
di condividere la difficile scommessa
di un Festival di creazione
contemporanea davvero europeo e
sempre più premiato dal pubblico
anche nelle sue scelte meno
convenzionali, proprio in un periodo
della storia italiana che ha troppo
trascurato la cultura.

ordinaria, a volte crudelissima,
quotidianità.

.

Il progetto Motus-Fassbinder, che
idealmente prosegue l’impegno del
gruppo romagnolo su Pasolini, è il
primo indizio di come il Festival delle
Colline Torinesi 2006 proponga eventi
teatrali di stampo monografico, offra
cioè la possibilità ad alcuni artisti di
incontrare il pubblico con più di uno
spettacolo. È il caso del trittico
di Antonio Latella su Medea la cui
prima parte ha debuttato a Berlino
nell’autunno del 2005. Tre installazioni
di un caos che evoca la memoria dei
corpi, con la carne che prende il
sopravvento sulla parola e da ultimo
sublima nell’ascesi i propri istinti. Vera
“personale” della Compagnia Fanny &
Alexander è l’integrale di Ada, cronaca
familiare , tratto da Nabokov, che
riunisce alla Cavallerizza Reale di
Torino quattro spettacoli e due
installazioni.

In apertura del programma 2006 si
colloca
lo
spettacolo
dei Motus, Rumore rosa, liberamente
ispirato a Le lacrime amare di Petra
Von Kant e dedicato anche alle celebri
attrici di Fassbinder. Un omaggio al
grande cineasta tedesco completato
dalla messa in scena di Piccoli episodi
di fascismo quotidiano tratto da un
suo anomalo testo, Pre-paradise sorry
now. Due lavori che rimarcano come
le responsabità sulla “storia” e le colpe
che ne derivano siano collettive e si
possano individuare anche nella più

Ci sono i protagonisti, Ada e Van,
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giunti alla vecchiaia, che ripercorrono
un’ossessiva relazione ed evocano una
saga familiare segnata dalla loro
vocazione incestuosa. Alle varie
“dimore” della messa in scena si
affiancano un concerto per voci,
pianoforte
e
flauto
dal
titolo Adescamenti, in programma al
Teatrino del Castello di Rivoli, una
Mostra fotografica di Enrico
Fedrigoli e la presentazione di un
raffinato volume Ubulibri. Il
complesso progetto, quasi dieci ore di
spettacolo, è realizzato in
collaborazione con Torino Capitale
Mondiale del Libro con Roma e con il
Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea.

contemporaneità, nel sadismo che
l’accompagna alla ricerca comunque
di qualche ragioneI ldit e
speranza,
m p o d e ma
gli
sarà in scena anche con il suo primo,
assassini,
,
storico, lavoro
in repertorio dal 1987 nel
cui titolo c’è un’eco di Rimbaud
.
ma
che narra delle piccole cose, della
paure, dei sogni della vita
Prosegue il viaggio nel festival pure
l’ispano-argentino Rodrigo García.
Della sua
Aproximación
compagnia La
a la
Carnicería
idea de
Teatro sarà in cartellone la
desconfianza
novità
, coprodotto da Bonlieu
Scène Nationale. Un approccio
visionario e crudo all’idea della perdita
di fiducia dell’uomo per l’uomo, che
può riguardare i suoi comportamenti
privati, ma anche la politica e
l’esercizio del potere. Ancora un
ritratto di un mondo ingiusto diviso
tra chi ha troppo ed è fagocitato dal
consumismo e chi non ha nulla.

.

È il completamento
Concerto
diT un
h e significativo
Cryonic
ciclo di fedeltà al Festival
Chants
il
,
della Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio,

Egualmente articolato è il tradizionale
incontro con Pippo Delbono che
presenterà il primo esito del suo
attesissimo Studio per Questo buio
feroce , ennesima tappa di una
dolente e poetica indagine nella

firmato da Scott Gibbons Tragedia
e Chiara
Gn
E
ud
i doig
, ocnhi e
d i as v i l u p p a u n a p a r t e
dell’universo musicale della
utilizzando una
ricombinazione di fonemi, secondo
una originale sequenza di natura
biologica.
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Clouds , un suo originale confronto tra
oriente e occidente, storia di
clandestini e di sbarchi. Esplora il
rapporto scrittura filosofica-teatr- a r t e l o s t u d i o Nietzsche Ecce
Homo di Valter Malosti , presente con
un’anteprima alla Fondazione Merz e
molte recite alla Pinacoteca
dell’Accademia Albertina delle Belle
Arti, edificata proprio in quel
segmento di città nel quale visse e
forse estremizzò il suo slancio
dionisiaco il filosofo tedesco. Una
nuova creazione, che il regista
torinese ha progettato insieme
a
Michela
Lucenti
e
alla
videoartista Marzia Migliora , che
corona anche la collaborazione del
Festival con l’Accademia Albertina, la
Fondazione Merz e Torino Capitale
Mondiale del Libro. Su frequenze
simili,
derivando
cioè
dall’adattamento teatrale di un
romanzo, sono lo studio Cosmetica
del nemico da Amélie Nothomb,
realizzato
da
Michele
Di
Mauro e Bussando alle porte del
paradiso , uno studio su Pavese
di Pietra Selva Nicolicchia , con Franco
Branciaroli , in scena nella bella villa
neoclassica di Castagneto Po.

.

Sono la prosecuzione di un rapporto
fecondo anche i due spettacoli
francesi: Sunday Clothes di Alexis
Forestier già presente nelle passate
edizioni della rassegna torinese con
due
allestimenti
e
Fairy
Queen, regista Ludovic Lagarde ,
tratto da un testo di Olivier Cadiot,
autore di cui è stato presentato nel
2005, sempre con la regia di
Lagarde,
Le
Colonel
des
Zouaves . Fairy Queen sviluppa
scenicamente il racconto di un invito a
casa di Gertrude Stein, papessa
dell’avanguardia, nel cui salotto si
incontrarono, tra gli altri, Hemingway,
Fitzgerald, Matisse, Picasso. Quasi
un flash-back cinematografico alla
ricerca di quell’energia creativa che
rese possibile il passaggio dalla
cultura del XIX secolo a quella del XX.
È un secondo contatto, invece, quello
con
l’iraniano
Amir
Reza
Koohestani che dopo il grande
successo
di
Dance
on
Glasses presenta, con Amid the
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Punto Festival di Atrium nella
centralissima Piazza Solferino, sede
anche della biglietteria, uno spazio
che per un anno rappresenterà la
vocazione internazionale di Torino
Capitale Mondiale del Libro.

.

L’avvio
di
un
nuovo
accompagnamento del Festival è
invece quello con Teatrino Giullare ,
giovane compagnia toscana che al
Castello di Moransengo, sede
anch’esso di una interessante
collezione di arte contemporanea,
presenta Finale di partita di Beckett.
Un omaggio ad uno dei padri del
teatro contemporaneo nel centenario
della nascita, presentato insieme al
Festival Incanti e all’Istituto per i Beni
Marionettistici e il Teatro Popolare.
Completa il programma lo
spettacolo
Io
sono dell’associazione La Girandola ,
esito di uno straordinario laboratorio
che ha riunito attori con diverse
abilità.

L’avvio
di
un
nuovo
accompagnamento del Festival è
invece quello con Teatrino Giullare ,
giovane compagnia toscana che al
Castello di Moransengo, sede
anch’esso di una interessante
collezione di arte contemporanea,
presenta Finale di partita di Beckett.
Un omaggio ad uno dei padri del
teatro contemporaneo nel centenario
della nascita, presentato insieme al
Festival Incanti e all’Istituto per i Beni
Marionettistici e il Teatro Popolare.
Completa il programma lo spettacolo
Io sono dell’associazione La Girandola
, esito di uno straordinario laboratorio
che ha riunito attori con diverse
abilità.

Nel mese di luglio il Festival delle
Colline Torinesi cederà il passo, in una
ideale continuità nell’esplorazione
della creazione contemporanea, ai
saggi della Scuola di Teatro dello
Stabile di Torino, diretti da Mauro
Avogadro, Ola Cavagna, Marise Flach
e Bruce Myers. Le sedi degli spettacoli

Nel mese di luglio il Festival delle
Colline Torinesi cederà il passo, in una
ideale continuità nell’esplorazione
della creazione contemporanea, ai

saranno ancora le sale teatrali di
Torino e del suo hinterland e alcune
ville, castelli e chiese della collina
torinese. Tra questi ultimi, per la prima
volta, il Castello di Rivoli, nell’ambito
della collaborazione con il Museo
d’Arte Contemporanea, e la Cappella
dei Battù di Pecetto Torinese. Incontri
e dibattiti, avranno luogo invece al

saggi della Scuola di Teatro dello
Stabile di Torino, diretti da Mauro
Avogadro, Ola Cavagna, Marise Flach
e Bruce Myers. Le sedi degli spettacoli
saranno ancora le sale teatrali di
Torino e del suo hinterland e alcune
ville, castelli e chiese della collina
torinese. Tra questi ultimi, per la prima
volta, il Castello di Rivoli, nell’ambito
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della collaborazione con il Museo
d’Arte Contemporanea, e la Cappella
dei Battù di Pecetto Torinese. Incontri
e dibattiti, avranno luogo invece al
Punto Festival di Atrium nella

centralissima Piazza Solferino, sede
anche della biglietteria, uno spazio
che per un anno rappresenterà la
vocazione internazionale di Torino
Capitale Mondiale del Libro.
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Mixed Media: S’alzi Il Sipario Sul Digitale
Francesca Valsecchi

modo in cui il digitale sta modificando
le strutture culturali e le modalità
percettive della società moderna.
Gli aspetti estetici dei media digitali
sono infatti ormai consolidati. L’arte
generativa dei software, l’evoluzione
elettronica della musica, il vjing, il
ritorno alla psichedelia e alle
rappresentazioni non figurative
appartengono ad un linguaggio che
ha propri riferimenti artistici e precise
direttrici di evoluzione, e lo dimostra
innanzitutto il proliferare di comunità
soggetti e ambiti di discussione e
pratica di questi temi. Ciò che
attualmente è oggetto d’indagine non
sono tanto i riferimenti culturali o la
possibilità di definire una identità
coesa e coerente: la partecipazione
delle arti elettroniche ad un panorama
culturale più ampio è infatti
riconosciuta.

L’occasione per Milano è ghiotta: la
location spettacolare su cui tutto è già
stato detto e scritto, un programma
dal respiro internazionale e
convincente nel percorso trasversale a
cui ambiva, sugli schermi i contenuti
dell’arte digitale ed elettronica,
disciplina che raramente trova spazio
nella programmazione culturale della
nostra città.
L’Hangar Bicocca ha ospitato lo scorso
weekend, 25-28 Maggio, la prima
edizione di MixedMedia, un festival di
quattro giorni specificatamente
ideato e realizzato come momento di
riflessione estesa e continuativa sulle
più recenti manifestazioni dell’arte
veicolata dalle tecnologie digitali.
L’evento si inserisce nella tradizione
dei festival sul live media, con il
preciso intento di indagare gli estremi
e le estensioni della riflessione sul
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necessario all’interno della rete e
fondato sulla piena e libera relazione
delle conoscenze e delle attività di
conoscenza)
e
dall’altra
dell’orientamento, ovvero di testare e
indicare, forse come precursori di
comportamenti e attitudini che
avranno un respiro più allargato nei
prossimi anni, quali strade
tecnologiche sono utili ed espressive
ai fini di una più esplicita e
contemporanea comunicazione e
produzione culturale.

.

L’evento si concentra invece sugli
estremi a cui è giunta la riflessione sul
digitale oltrepassando gli aspetti
estetici e di rappresentazione e
interrogandosi in maniera specifica
sugli aspetti dell’interazione, sulla
natura paradigmatica del digitale e
sulla ricchezza a cui è arrivato il nostro
dialogo con essa. La tecnologia è
l’elemento principe di questa
interazione; tecnologia senza alcun
accento strumentale ma considerata
elemento centrale della ricerca,
tecnologia nell’accezione di soggetto,
oggetto e luogo del progetto creativo.
Lo scenario che stiamo osservando
esprime
concretamente
la
coincidenza di medium e messaggio,
per quanto ormai sia abusato questo
assunto; lo fa però al di fuori di una
convergenza estetizzante che limita e
vincola il contenuto alle scelte di stile,
quanto piuttosto nell’orizzonte
dell’apertura che il digitale ci
consente, ovvero la possibilità di
progettare anche il medium. In
quanto spazio della progettazione
stessa il medium diventa strumento di
raccolta, elaborazione, produzione e
di condivisione dell’informazione,
esprimendo potenzialmente tutta la
capacità insita alle dinamiche di rete.

.

MixedMedia pone questi interrogativi
agli artisti che hanno partecipato
all’evento, e alle persone che vi hanno
interagito per il tramite di un
palinsesto che non pretende di offrire
prodotti simbolici e totalmente
rappresentativi di cui fruire, ma che
piuttosto si è presentato come il
tentativo di condividere un
avanzamento di fase, uno sguardo
lucido e per qualche giorno
fortemente messo a fuoco sul terreno
delle discipline liquide e delle identità

Chi manipola da vicino la tecnologia
digitale è mediatore dell’immateriale,
con il duplice ruolo da una parte
dell’auto apprendimento (processo
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culturali ibride così come si presenta il
panorama artistico legato alle
esperienze digitali. Si parla di
discipline liquide per la difficoltà di un
inquadramento tassonomico rigoroso:
l’evento è stato suddiviso in macro
aree, architettura, media arte e live
media, distinzione utile più a tenere in
ordine le cose che non a distinguere in
maniera netta gli artefatti e le
creazioni tra di loro.

quadrati e disposti secondo una
matrice regolare; l’altezza variabile è
stata determinata da un taglio della
materia derivato da una curva la cui
funzione è stata elaborata
digitalmente. Alcuni di questi pilastri,
o mozzi pilastri, ospitavano computer
e schermi per la visualizzazione dei
lavori in mostra sul tema
architettonico; l’impressione un po’
persistente è che l’architettura stenti
ancora a interpretare in maniera
complessa i fenomeni digitali e
inserirli in maniera coerente nella
propria metodologia progettuale se
non come estensione strumentale.

La sezione di Architettura è stata
costruita e montata sfruttando una
installazione stessa, ovvero una serie
di pilastri di legno a diverse altezza,
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non può limitarsi alla sofisticazione
della rappresentazione, ma la
mutazione che architettura e design
stanno interagendo non determina un
processo chiuso, anzi la maturità di
questo processo è ancora all’orizzonte
e lo dimostrano le prospettive emerse
in alcune lectures che hanno
compensato con il giusto slancio
prospettico le riflessioni embrionali
delle installazioni.

.

Ciò limita l’interazione su un piano
della rappresentazione, e continua a
fornire l’idea di una città verticale, di
spazi chiusi e delimitati tra di loro,
mostrando lavori superiori da un
punto di vista della tecnica ma che
non sempre arrivano a degli
interrogativi comprensibili e condivisi
sulle nuove forme dell’ibridazione.
Questo svela un terreno ricco e ancora
fertile dove indagare e procedere con
la ricerca e la sperimentazione; d’altra
parte la nozione spaziale è uno dei
riferimenti culturali codificati che
viene messo maggiormente in crisi
dalla natura digitale, come in effetti ci
suggeriscono riflessioni teoriche e
applicazioni che invece partono

.

La sezione della New Media Art è in
parte complementare poiché non
arriva alla definizione di un percorso
strutturato, in parte subendo il limite
di una disciplina che ha una notevole
eterogeneità espressiva e tecnica, ma
riuscendo sicuramente a fornire
esempi sufficientemente variegati e in
grado di suggerire e far comprendere
gli estremi della sperimentazione.
Media art è infatti un termine
generico che unifica gli artefatti
artistici sotto il segno della tecnologia,
sebbene l’uso centrale che esse
assumono può dipendere e orientarsi

dall’idea di una città orizzontale, senza
aree separate, una città pensata per i
flussi e non per gli stanziali, pronta a
recepire il movimento e la
trasformazione e a rimetterlo in gioco
sul terreno dell’esperienza dello
spazio.
L’interazione tra architettura e digitale
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verso obiettivi comunicativi e di senso
molto diversi; gli ultimi anni hanno
infatti visto l’emergere di una
tassonomia reticolare: net-art,
software-art, web-art, networkinstallation, componenti o parti che
sono autonome e specifiche
nell’elaborazione di una tecnica e di
un linguaggio, ma che si riferiscono ed
inseriscono in un percorso culturale
comune chiaramente distinguibile
sullo sfondo.

.

L’installazione di Jim Campbell,
Ambigous Icon, per esempio propone
una serie di micro pannelli che
presentano studi sul movimento dei
corpi, renderizzato però accentuando
il low quality, tramite un utilizzo
articolato dei led; l’esperimento va
oltre il concetto del campionamento
digitale e della relativa risoluzione
proponendo immagini digitali
sgranate che riportano non al
dettaglio ma ad un riflessione e
percezione sui macro-movimenti.
Ancora, i forestbot (progetto di
installazione a cura di LEMUR, League
of Electronic Music Urban Robots –
http://www.lemurbots.org ) hanno
animato la sala mostre con il loro
rumore-suono: venticinque lunghi
steli di metallo ancorati a piedistalli
dotati di contrappeso, alla cui
sommità sono montati sonagli di
plastica ovali. Il peso dei sonagli fa
inarcare gli steli e attiva i contrappesi,
i sonagli e gli steli interagiscono l’un
l’altro emettendo suoni.

Obiettivo della mostra mi è sembrato
descrivere un percorso spontaneo e
irregolare tra le tecniche, che si è
velocemente diffuso fino a toccare
quasi tutto lo scenario artistico
elettronico; la selezione delle
installazioni in mostra è piuttosto
eterogenea, non si basa su un tema
specifico e ciò probabilmente (e
fortunatamente) ha consentito la
rappresentazione di una diversità
interessante che spazia da
rappresentazioni visuali a esempi di
software in cui interagiscono musica e
video, a oggetti in grado di interagire
con l’ambiente o con le persone che
attraversano gli ambienti.

L’interazione è magica poiché
toccando gli steli si va a influenzare il
movimento e a veicolare specifiche
collisioni tra i sonagli; masse differenti
di persone o gesti diversi producono
oscillazioni imprevedibili e di
conseguenza una sonorità ambientale
mutevole e contestuale. Questo
genere di installazioni si rifà ad una
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tradizione di progetto immersivo, che
realizza coreografie d’interazione tra
suono e movimento.

modificandone il colore globale e
ottenendo una trasformazione della
materia fisica tramite luci
algoritmiche.
Mi è sembrata degna di attenzione
un’altra installazione, orientata ad una
riflessione sul media televisivo:
Osman Khan e Daniel Sauter
“interrompono il regolare svolgimento
dei programmi” (il titolo dell’opera è
infatti We interrupt your regularly
scheduled
programs
–
www.osmankhan.com/weinterruptyo
urregularlyscheduledprogram)
e
propongono un nuovo sistema per
approcciare la televisione: la luce dello
schermo si riflette e viene diffusa da
una superficie opaca. Il segnale
emesso viene catturato da un
computer che processa in tempo
reale le sequenze di immagini
scomponendo i frame in un’unica
striscia verticale di colori estesa un
pixel solo. Le strisce sono ordinate in
una sequenza orizzontale che parte
dallo schermo della tv ma procede la
proiezione sulla superficie continua
accanto, come se le immagini in
questa nuova forma potessero
liberarsi dello schermo, e di fatto
definendo una storia di colori e
immagini astratte. Cambiando canale,
come in ogni apparecchio televisivo,
cambia la storia.

.

Altrettanto interessanti sono progetti
più contemplativi come Distributed
Projection Structure di Aether
Architecture
(http://www.aether.hu/distributedpr
ojection.htm), architetti ungheresi che
propongono una architettura
luminosa variabile in cui un fascio di
luce proiettato su una composizione
di oggetti geometrici va a generare
proiezioni colorate sullo sfondo. Il
fascio di luce ha gradazione cromatica
dinamica ricavata tramite il computer
da un sensore che rileva la densità
dello spazio: avvicinandosi o
allontanandosi fisicamente dalla
struttura, i sensori passano ad un
computer i dati di distanza, che
vengono trasformati in colore e
proiettati sulla struttura stessa,
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stage proponeva cinque maxi schermi
collocati proprio di fronte alle torri; la
collocazione spaziale e la
strumentazione sono state usate in
vari modi dagli artisti che sono stati
invitati per i live media, interagendo e
dialogando con lo spazio e dando tutti
un peso specifico a questa relazione.
Un senso forte di ambiente si è infatti
costruito nelle serate, ad intensità
variabili e legato alle singole
performance, anch’esse piuttosto
diverse sul piano tecnico e sul piano
percettivo. I quattro performer invitati
per ogni sera fanno in qualche modo
riferimento a metodologie diverse per
il live media, e ciò ha consentito di
costruire anche nelle serate un
percorso trasversale nella disciplina,
molto affascinante per la progressione
emotiva che si è generata.

.

Che queste e le altre opere esposte da
sé non bastino per esaurire una
rassegna sull’arte digitale è palese, ma
ciò che ha espresso e definito questa
area espositiva sono i margini di una
sperimentazione che si rivela ancora
fertile e aperta agli input e alle
sollecitazioni; per la prossima edizione
una cura maggiore per la segnaletica
e le didascalie potrebbe aiutare
ancora di più gli spettatori a farsi
strada tra i percorsi immaginari,
occasionali e percettivi che vengono a
crearsi sul terreno della fruizione
dell’arte digitale.
Tutto ciò a dire il vero si è svolto
nell’area finale dell’Hangar, nelle
stanze adiacenti al salone principale
dove è ospitata l’installazione
monumentale di Anselm Kiefer, i
Sette Palazzi Celesti. Questa famosa e
impressionante opera contemporanea
ha fatto da sfondo all’area in cui si
sono svolti i live set della sezione
Sound&AUdiovideo, sicuramente la
sezione più intensa del festival. Lo

.

Gli esperimenti di live media partono
anni fa dalle riflessioni sulle sinestesie
ma oramai sono qualcosa di più che
una semplice interazione di layer
sonori e visivi. Siamo ben oltre
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l’esercizio tecnico e di stile, entriamo
nella sfera del gioco e della
performance in cui in maniera
dialogica suono e immagine veicolano
i significati e li ritrasmettono in
maniera diffusa nell’ambiente e sugli
spettatori. I live hanno presentato
lavori sul tema dei “corpi
performativi”, che riprendono le
performance sceniche, in particolare il
lavoro del giapponese

all’estetica dell’abito, all’espressione
del viso e alla tensione del corpo, oltre
che alla coreografia gestuale che è
oggetto di progettazione usuale nello
scenario delle performance.

Suguru
Goto
(http://suguru.goto.free.fr/) ritorna
sul concetto della performance come
danza, per quanto sia una danza
minimale e di micro movimenti di
parti che ci porta ad una piena
fruizione
e
ad
un
pieno
apprezzamento solo al termine
dell’opera,
di
fronte
alla
rappresentazione della danza unitaria
e non ai singoli movimenti delle parti.
Questo libera la performance, che è
piuttosto rigida in alcune parti, e la
inserisce in un contesto di percezione
sistemica dove l’insieme supera il
valore dei momenti: in diversi stacchi
la sensazione è quella di un
movimento primordiale, ancestrale e
quasi mitologico, lontano quindi da
una umanità organica, che però nel
complesso della rappresentazione sa
esprimere ritmo e sincronia
omnicomprensivi. È interessante
notare come è sempre dall’Oriente
che
arrivano
le
proposte
coreografiche più bizzarre, che
pongono attenzione alla fattura e

.

Il secondo gruppo di artisti ha lavorato
sulla tradizionale integrazione
audiovideo, portando l’interazione ad
un livello che non è solo tecnico ma
ha una profonda valenza immersiva. In
scena su questo tema innanzitutto
Otolab (http://www.otolab.net), i
quali hanno presentato Op7,
performance
progettata
appositamente per i cinque schermi
dello stage e per dialogare
direttamente con le torri di Kiefer.
L’immaginario presentato da Otolab in
questo lavoro è profondamente
spaziale e architettonico, parte di
un’idea di tunnel come ingresso per
un viaggio e considera le torri come
tunnel, si avvale di texture,
deformazioni
percettive
dell’immagine che ambiscono e
riescono a suggerire l’idea di una
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deformazione
dell’ambiente
aggiungendo ulteriori significati
all’architettura mastodontica del
luogo, e nuove sensazioni
all’atmosfera tangibile e magica che in
esso si realizza. Il viaggio metaforico e
l’esprienza optical si compongono in
un’unità finale molto coinvolgente e
che ha riempito la sala di applausi.
L’unico rammarico è che la pianta
dell’Hangar non consentiva un angolo
prospettico ampio sullo stage, e non
ha reso semplice una fruizione
contemporanea e diretta dei tutti e
cinque gli schermi, senza riuscire a
togliere però alcuna dose di
espressività alla performance.

viceversa sul procedere di una musica
trascinante.
Infine, grande successo ha riscosso la
performance del giovane astro
nipponico Ryioichi Kurokawa, un
fenomeno
che
lavora
contemporaneamente sia sull’audio
che sul video dei suoi lavori. Giocando
con un alternanza di stili e generi
sempre incentrati sull’approccio
grafico minimale e rarefatto ad
accompagnare le matrici glitch dei
suoi suoni, Kurokawa ha messo in atto
40 minuti di talento audiovisivo,
lasciando esterefatti pubblico e critica
per la spontaneità e l’abilità nell’uso
dei software (Isadora e Processing su
due pc differenti) e delle regole
dell’estetica del live media.

Completamente diverso il lavoro di
Scanner
+
Tez
(http://www.scannerdot.com
–
http://www.tez.it/ ) che invece si
fonda su un uso maturo e potente
della sincronia audiovisiva in cui non
esiste alcuna priorità tra gli elementi.
Un ulteriore caratteristica che rafforza
la performance è l’abilità di entrambi,
quindi sia nell’audio che nel video, di
usare materiali ricavati in tempo reale
da campionamenti o sensori. I gesti
degli artisti sembrano quasi la regia di
un’orchestra; l’audio è ricavato
dall’ambiente e le immagini sono
invece generate grazie ad un software
specifico che ha la funzione vera e
propria di “strumento d’artista”; ciò
che percepiamo è una sequenza di
immagini complesse ed articolate che
ci trasportano dal film all’onirico e

.

Sensazioni più introspettive sono
state l’obiettivo di performance
dichiaratamente spettacolari e
orientate ad una materializzazione del
suono e delle immagini, affinché
possiamo percepire suoni e luci come
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attori dello spazio che ci circonda e
non elementi statici appartenenti ad
esso. Sia Skoltz_Kolgen con la
performance
Askaa
(http://www.skoltzkolgen.com/) che
Ulf Langheinrich con Drift
(http://www.granularsynthesis.info/)
hanno avvolto la platea con un flusso
potentissimo. Quest’ultimo progetto
usa immagini cinematografiche
sgranate, traslate, astratte: è riuscito a
trascinare il pubblico in una danza di
linee al limite del noize, piuttosto
intenso e amplificato dai riverberi
dello spazio, dalla silente dimensione
lineare delle torri, dal silenzio del
pubblico e dell’ambiente che ha
dialogato di continuo con un’onda
sonora accuratamente progettata.

I canadesi invece, con Askaa,
propongono un viaggio ai limiti
dell’organico, in apparenza freddo
come ci sembrano freddi gli organismi
se li guardiamo scomposti, ma che
nella durata e procedere della
performance
ha
mostrato
microfenomeni, microevoluzioni,
microtrasformazioni di sistemi naturali
che suggeriscono l’idea di una
fortissima potenza costruttiva in
grado di equilibrare gli opposti. In
alcuni momenti gli elementi in
movimento sullo schermo sembrano
aver generato un dialogo tra elementi,
per emergere, e la musica ha
condotto il pubblico alla fine di questa
astratta e poetica discussione tra
forme.
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http://www.frank.at/) dialogare e
proporre una session di danza senza
sosta, tenuta fino all’ultimo al
massimo dei battiti e in grado, un po’
come se quest’ultima performance
potesse anche essere un tributo, di
abbracciare e tenere insieme la
diversità dei riferimenti culturali a cui
il live media si riferisce, senza
prediligerne o mostrarne alcuno in
particolare ma riunendoli in un
dialogo visuale e sonoro eclettico,
coinvolgente e liberatorio.

.

Chiudono due esempi di DVJing,
tecnica mista di utilizzo di suono e
immagini in maniera molto libera e
orientata alla spettacolarizzazione di
ciò che è messo in scena. Divertente e
al limite della sperimentazione che ha
trascinato il pubblico nel ballo intenso
innanzitutto la performance folle di
Additive
TV
(http://www.addictive.com/), che si
presentano in scena con una
strumentazione più che completa e
realizzano una performance di
intrattenimento ai limiti del surreale,
sfruttando le citazioni visive e sonore,
un ritmo vorticoso della narrazione,
una dose notevole di ironia e malizia
nella scelta dei frammenti.

Anche se la performance che più
rimarrà nel cuore e negli occhi del
pubblico presente rimane quella di
Edwin Van Der Heide con la sua laser
sound performance, gioco tanto
semplice quanto unico al mondo di
dialogo sincrono tra suoni e raggi
laser, capaci di creare architetture
tridimensionali tracciando i propri
contorni all’interno di un muro di
fumo. Il dialogo contrapposto tra
l’artista sul palco, le sue linee colorate
di luce e le torri sul lato opposto,
dipinte e quasi sezionate nella danza
audiovisiva, hanno reso un omaggio
del tutto unico al festival, integrando
completamente le tecniche digitali
con le architetture materiali. Il sipario
cala sulla musica che ancora vibra
sotto la copertura di 30 metri
d’altezza dell’Hangar Bicocca.

Di tutt’altro genere ma non meno
entusiasmante il live che ha chiuso le
serate, e che ha visto il famoso artista
dj Franko B e il vjset di Tina Frank
(http://www.franko-b.com/
–
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Music In Second Life
Marco Cadioli

th of May “One Big Weekend” festival.
Avatars are sitting in the hall dancing,
chatting and meet the artists at the
end of the concert.
Independent artists start to have their
new fans following them in the
various live performances in SL and
are already selling their own music
and promoting their groups in the real
world. I met some artists in Second
Life and tried to understand thanks to
them the development the musical
panorama is having in the virtual
world.

There’s heaps of music in Second Life.
Each night of the week there are
dozens of lives, new record labels
have opened, the BBC channel 1 has
bought an island and broadcast on
Saturday the 13 th and Sunday the 14
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with 4 musicians of Second Life
performing live on a stage in Emerald
City , Philadelphia . It was a success,
with the fans of second life listening
to it live from outside the net. The first
live in mixed reality, taking place
contemporaneously in a club of
Philadelphia and in SL with the avatars
of the musicians. There is a
continuous exchange between
Second Life and the real world and
Spin Martin confirms it (the new
owner of Multiverse Records). I had a
short chat with him in front of the
stage where he organises the
concerts. “I’m doing a CD listening
party for a band and I’m also a music
podcaster part of tower records, I
bring stuff in here out there and vice
versa.”

.

Multiverse Records is one of the first
record labels of Second Life. It
organises events, promotes artists
and allows them to sell directly their
music supporting this way
independent artists and their skill in
earning with their own art. It a precise
project which declares to believe in
the new culture of the hyperconnected universe. According to
Foxyflwr Cure , a celebrity among the
musicians in SL as he defines himself
– here they are experimenting the
future of music as it should be, “we
have complete creative control and
own our intellectual property and our
merchandizing rights”. In each place
of Multiverse Foxyflwr there is a
position where you can listen to
previews of tracks and download
them buying them. He says he is
already earning from his activity: “I
convert my lindens to us currency via
pay pal, then direct deposit into my
acct: in rl”.

.

Muse Isle instead opened just a
month ago. It is an island entirely
devoted to music, run by Mike
Prevost, Jeb Spicoli & Martha Cookie.
It has an arena for bigger concerts,
the Cecilia’s for club performances

He organised an event in Real Life,
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and an art gallery. I meet Mike, Jeb &
Martha at Cecilia’s. Martha, the group
pr and the show organiser, fixes me a
meeting during Cylindrian Rutabaga’s
concert (another esteemed singer in
Second Life). While the concert starts
we move on a tower, in order not to
disturb the show. From here we will
be able to listen to the concert, Mike
reassured me.

.

Mike and Jeb are American and have
a small independent label and tell me
Musle Isle is above all an experiment
borne from their love for music and
their desire to share it with as much
people as possible. “This place is
about bringing listeners and artists
together in an amazing way” dice
Mike. I ask Jeb, who has just finished
his performance, how he feels when
he performs in SL. Jeb Spicoli: I’ve
played in a band before and the
Interaction is way different, I feel fine,
but there’s about a 12-20 second lag,
so it’s hard to properly interact with
the crowd. It’s really neat, though, I
must say, to play in front of a crowd
where one person may be from Italy ,
another from the UK , then another
from Australia , etc.

I ask him where the artists really are
while performing in Second Life: Mike
Prevost: People play in their homes,
it’s a very intimate, authentic way to
perform and they are in streaming
here via shoutcast, they send a stream
to a server, the server replicates it to
all the listeners, all in real time. Mike
Prevost: you can also replicate the
stream and allow anyone on the net
to listen, not just second lifers, it’s a
very easy way to play for an
international audience, so we’ve got
Grace playing now, sitting at home in
Atlanta, Georgia and you can listen to
her in Italy, Marco, that makes
something which is really intimate
also very powerful!

Mike Prevost: that’s unreal on a
weeknight; I’ve seen people “singing”
along at shows. So people make a
connection, lots of website visits and
CD sales to artists that do that Mike
Prevost: the emotional angle is hard
to gauge due to the medium though
Martha Cookie: I’m inclined to think
that actions speak volumes of the
emotional response people have to
though.
During concerts the public of avatars
dance, sit near the tables or in the
arena. At the end of the show, they
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have a chat with the musicians:
moments of exchange and of
knowledge. I read that in Muse Isle
European concerts too are scheduled,
that is to say planned according to our
time zone. In fact, this concert is
taking place for me at 3 o’clock in the
morning and it is quite inconvenient.
Martha has the same problem
because she’s English, Mike and Jeb
live in Florida . She met them in SL
and I believe they never really met
even though they are running this
project together.

participate at the real event. But it is
an important experiment and BBC
Radio 1 schedules to use this space
next year for new artists’ debut.
During the concert I have a talk with
FanOfNick Drake, musician and expert
of the musical scene in SL: FanOfNick
Drake: There are some very good
performers… most from the US
Lyndon Heart, Flaming Moe and Astrin
Few are really good As well as Slim
here…- and he points Slim, long red
hair, dancing by our side – there is also
Mel Cheeky from Cardiff UK, and
Cylindrian Rutabaga Moe is a Jazz
Saxophonist, the others are singer
songwriters There are a lot of DJs here
too, some of them real live DJs…Quite
a few clubs playing various kinds of
music. For me I love listening to singer
songwriters… production does not
matter, the soul, the spirit matters

.

During the weekend there is a party
on the island of BBC simultaneously at
the event One Big Weekend of BBC
Radio 1′s in Dundee , Scotland , from
the 12 th of May. There will be
performing bands such as Muse,
Razorlight and Gnarls Barkley. Those
concerts will be broadcast in
streaming in SL in an enormous tent.
It is the first concert in a virtual world
with really important bands with 400
participants compared with 3000 who

.

I ask him too how the relation with
the public is, which I think to be the
main point to emphasize the
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possibilities of interaction compared
with listening to a concert on the
radio. FanOfNick Drake: The point is
that yesterday I played my show to
about 30 people all over the world: My
fan club is now about 6o people in
second life And I have only been here
a few weeks. No need to rely on other
people to give me publicity, slots, 3
minuts of radio play where my songs r
5 minutes long… It is wonderful
because I can grow my fan base, and
there are a lot of people who like me

.

Music in Second Life is a rising scene,
full of stimulus; contributing in
making more and more interesting
and complex the panorama of virtual
worlds and it strongly connects it to
the real world. When Spin Martin
communicated that he had bought
Multiverse Record in March 2006, he
launched an appeal we can consider a
wish for this rising scene: “I hope that
the resources and creativity that we
all bring to the table put us in the
position to not only keep on creating
music art, but to find sustainability,
and perhaps in the process,
prototyping and developing the
record industry of tomorrow-one that
works better than the industry of
today. Here’s to the future!”.

FanOfNick Drake: So, in other words,
it is good for independent music and
it will grow over time. I also play live in
RL and many of us are retying to tie
second life to real life performances.
Second Life seems to be a real
platform where experimenting with
music and Linden is showing great
interest in the musical scene “in
world” as they say here. But majors
too seem to be interested in it and
some weeks ago there was a rumour
going on that “Ethan Kaplan, the
Director of Technology for Warner
Bros. Music, is looking for someone to
build out a Second Life installation for
one of Warner Bros.’ bands.”

www.internetlandscape.it/
http://multiverserecords.com/
www.muse-isle.com/
www.musicbydawn.com
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Link index
Online Video
http://www.happytreefriends.com/
http://www.jibjab.com/
http://www.rocketboom.com/
http://www.rocketboom.com/
http://www.itsjerrytime.com/
Digital Sculpture Is Oriented Toward North
http://www.raaf.org/
Meet Jaron Lanier
http://www.meetthemediaguru.org
Television Serrana, Mountain Network
http://www.tvserrana.islagrande.cu/
Max Payne Cheats Only
http://www.thousandsofcolors.com/archives/jodis_computing_101b.html
http://maxpaynecheatsonly.jodi.org/
http://welcometothescene.com/
http://www.tmpspace.com/suicides.html
http://jetsetwilly.jodi.org/
http://www.mediamatic.net/article-6182-en.html
http://www.mediamatic.net/artefact-5658-en.html
C.stem, Generative Art Forms
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HTTP://www.cstem.it
A Cup Of Tea With Matthew Barney
http://www.drawingrestraint.net/
Video Art In Loop
http://www.moonbootica.com/
http://www.loop-barcelona.com
When The Dj Goes To The Cinema
Giuseppe Ielasi – Untitled
http://www.risonanza-magnetica.com/articolo.php?id_sup=01&id_eti=180&id
_prod=1007
http://www.risonanza-magnetica.com/articolo.php?id_sup=01&id_eti=180&id
_prod=962
http://www.fringesrecordings.com
http://www.hapna.com
Visual Signage In The Italian Ether
Minimalist Monday At The Tate Modern
http://www.monolake.de/
http://www.alvanoto.com/
http://www.ryojiikeda.com/
http://www.forma.org.uk/
http://www.tate.org.uk/modern/
Lemur Robots, Electric Music Players?
http://www.lemurbots.org/
Collaboration Paradox
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http://worldsci.net/paradox.pdf%20
Offf Festival, Graphic Design Con Amore
http://www.joshuadavis.com
http://www.jmunk.com
http://www.zefrank.com
http://www.moebio.com
http://www.educared.net/divulgabiotec/mitozoos/
http://bestiario.org/
http://www.thesystemis.com
http://www.flong.com
http://www.tmema.org
http://www.natzke.com
http://www.hi-res.net
http://www.nanikawa.com
http://www.nandocosta.com
http://www.processing.org
http://www.scratchdisk.com
http://www.hektor.ch
http://www.theronin.co.uk
http://www.prologuefilms.com
http://www.number27.org
http://www.marumushi.com
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http://www.wefeelfine.org
http://www.offf.ws
http://www.inofffensive.org/
The Best Of Offf
http://www.hektor.ch/
http://www.scriptographer.com/forum/index.php
http://www.scratchdisk.com/
http://www.joshuadavis.com
http://www.superfamous.com/
http://www.newstoday.com/
http://www.hi-res.net/
http://www.nanikawa.com/%20
http://www.natzke.com
http://www.benfry.com
http://www.reas.com/
http://www.processing.org
http://www.unlekker.net/
http://www.generatorx.no/
http://www.thesystemis.com/
http://www.flong.com/
http://www.tmema.org/
The New On The Stage
Mixed Media: S’alzi Il Sipario Sul Digitale
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Music In Second Life
http://www.internetlandscape.it/
http://multiverserecords.com/
http://www.muse-isle.com/
http://www.musicbydawn.com/
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